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iOREWORD'

0 1 APR. 1982

DoD 6060.1-M

This series if manuals for Child Care Givers on DoD INtallaeions is

issued under the authority of DaD Instruction 6060.1, "Training Manuals
for Child Care Givers on DoD.Installations" January,19, 1981. Its purpose

iS to provide.child care givers with training,materials that include the
latest techniques and procedures for the safe care and guiding development
of Children entrusted to their care.

----T,144,s-eries of manuals; DoD 6060.1-M-1 through DoD 6060.1-M1-17, was
developed under the auspices of the Department of Health and Humam Services
hy.the Department of Army, in cooperation,with the Navy, Afr Force, and

Marine Corps.

The provisions Of this series of manuals ply to the Office of the

Secretary,of Defense, the Military Departments, and the Defense Agencies
(hereafter referred to as DoD Components) whose heads shall ensure that the
manuals are distributed or otherwise made available to all child care givers

an DoD installations and that'these materiats are used in regional and inter-

Service workshops, seminars, and training sessions.

Thls series of manUal.s is effective immedfately.
v -

Send recommended changes to the manuals through channels to:

Director, Persolnel Administration and Services
Office of the Deputy issistant Secretary,of Defense,
'(Military Personnel and Force Managewent) (ASD(MRA&L))
Washington, D.C. 20301

S.

DoD Components pay,obtain copies of this series of manuals through their

own publications chaAnels. 'Other federal agencies and the public maS, obtain

copies from the'Sdperintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Vashington, D.C. 20402.

_

R. Dean Tice
Lieutenant General, USA
Deputy, Assistant Secretary

he sole 14 the IhNostlaisidestet Diarasses, Ui. Cernmessi Mika Oass, WashINIss, D.C. NW
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AECUT as WOK

c

*
!Aen-vi-ronment tè tptca of those things which

surround; surroundings, including.both people and

things.

is booiois about creating environments for pre;
sdhoolers - three, fouvand five year olds. What
chilinAhliee, hear, smell, tagte and touch affects

how they feel and behaVe. Children watch and

learn from everything that iurrounds them. tWhat

.
is in the environment, how it is arranged and

what the adults do will affect the prPschoolers!

experiences:

This book lb divided into two parts, with selected
resources at the end. PART ONE outlines some ways
to organize and arrange physical sliece. PART TWO

suggests same giood ways to use the people and

things in that space. The envixonftents we .

describe are designed to help children be indepen-

dent and creative. Independence comes as chil-

dren learn and practice Skills through the play

they choose. Creativity grows out of finding more

than one way to do somethingoor more than one right

answer to a qbestion.

There is a lot of information in this book.' Near-

ly every page talks about a different and impor-

tant idea. We suggest that you read and dathe
checklist Akthe end of just one section at a

time. Once you have read thp whole book, keep it

handk so you can refer to it from time to time. ,

We do not pretend to provide All the answers. All

we can do is present a beginning or Nide. It ii

up to each caregiver to use and add to this basic

information in individual and creative ways. Good

child care programs happen when caregivers lalow;

and understand their preschoolers and have fan'
with them. gowatch the'cbildren in your care.
Think about how they react to their surroundings:
Then you can evaluate, plan and manage envirom-
vents especially for preschoolers.
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THE EtATIFOENT AFFECTS .1=14 FEETANGS. AND .13ESWIOR

Ths.plople; space,.climate, oolors and sounds around

ycu afect your feelings and behavior. All of these
things outside your body arela part of your envirori-

merit. As human beings, we quickly learn to give mean-

ing to the things around us. Diffexectwes of
space, clothing, and behaviors give us-different mes-

sages aboutythere we are and ricro we ard' to behave.

Studies and experiments have shown that the same envi-
ibnment can have different effects qp different pea,

1

f

Think about these surprising ways that physical

'environment affects our behavior:

A crate painted dark biue seems heavier than an

identical one that is yellow.

ikise sounds loudest in a white room and quieter

in a purple'room.

classrooms encourage neatness and reduce

discipline prcblerns.

High sounde are more tiring than low soUnde.

&citable children feel most copfortable with

stimulating colors, like reds and oranges, while

morewithdrawn children are,more oanfortable with

cool colors, like blues and greens.

Until children are about pur,and-a-hal,f they pay

more attention to the color of things °than to the

shape of things.



ENVINMENTS SW!
MORE ntEREsrmn NimA cams

'""" AA.1.41.1.1Ul care center iS pait of the oommunity where

it is located.and the neighborhood it serves. That
community and.neighborhccd affect the building and
the people who use a particular center. The military
child care center often is a part of the plain square
buildings, asphalt roads and neat, orderly layout of
the installition where it is located. The center nay
be in an cld commissary or the vacant wing of a hos-
pital. The sameness of these buildings and this envi-
ronment ray be boring to the eye and thernind. These
buildings pcee a real challenge to the caregivers and
childten who use them. That challenge is to create
an interesting environment - one which excites the
mind and moves 'preschool children tom:4'4er, explore,
learn aid grow.

A leading U.S. newspoper reported a study compar-
ing the artwork of German children living in 18
new "model communitiei" with those from young-
sters in oZder Germah cities. The results showed
some differences that environments can make in
children's lives:

Children are affected by their surroundings. The

children incthe older cities seemed to like their
surrowdings. They painted a lot of detail in
theirldrawings of things they found exciting in
the more crowded, older neighborhood.

The ptanned communities were not as interesting
to children. The "model communities" in West
Germany had been planned with children in mind.
But the artwork of the children living there
showed that the.tall apartment houses, big lawns
and fenced play areas made the children feel iso-
lated, bored and fenced-in.

Children like interesting surroundings and vari-
ety. The study found that the children did not
feel "free" with orderly open space around them.
They preferred to be among people and things that
excited their imaginations.
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TfiE !EUTAW' =ER:IS
PARE' Cr A LAFGFit,

The military Child carp Center is a,part of the larger

communitrcrikted.by installation. 'The center. .

environment ehouId be plannedwith the needs and
life-styles of children fran military families in

mind, FOr example, children may have to learn to
live with frequent moves or separation from a pat-

ark. Of course, children growing up in civilian
families mey face some of the same situations. It

is just that children in military families more often
may have experiences like the ones below.

natural difprences in the home With military
installatims all over the world, it is not un9cno-
mon for one parent to be from a culture different
from the other. Ihis gives children the advan-
tage of learning firsthand about two cultures:

Living'in 0108e quarters Military housing may
require family members and different families to
live muCh closer together than they might in a

civilian setting. Neighbors learn to share and

help each other.

^...aor

Death Death is a fact of life. In the military
setting nany people learn to face the reality cf
death and live fuller lives as a result.

Exposure to diffreices Children in military

families may live in integrated installation hous-
ing or attend integrated schools, churches and
hospitals. They have the benefit of a brOader

exposure to cultural differences than do children

in many civilian settings.

lifting Frequent moves uproot families from the

support of their communities, friends and close

relatives, especially grandparents. Adjusting

to new environnents helps young children learn to
be more adaptable.

Non-traditional fami4 structures Duty may call

a father or mother away for a week, a month, a

year. Although this maybe difficult, it can help
ragvelop indepereeme and self-reliance.

*Eva/language With installations all over the

dworld, children find themselves in new lands hear-

ing and learning new languagee. They'see new cus-

torte and eat new foods. ,

a

1



asNrER EtATIPCMENTS -SPEAK ID PRESCHOOLERS

7,
%ten you enter a restaurant for the first time, you
,look for cues in the design and arrangnent to.deter-
ndng-your behavior. Awide open area with tables and
chairs is an oven invitation'to-seat yourself. A
stack of trays and a cafeteria line tells you to serve
yourele, Mese are exanples of haw We take cueifrom
our environments: Physical arrangements often tell us
hcw ue are to behave. When children enter a child
care center for the first time, they look for cues
to guide their behavior. Cif course, children Ilave not

had as neny experiences as adults. They cannot 'alwrms

be expected to see and act just as we hope or plan.
Also, different children will react.differently to the

same things. But what they see, smell, hear, touch and
taste will affect.their feelings and behavior. We can
help the children feel welcome and secure and, at the
same time, interested and challenged. Although cen-, .

ters are- differeni and caregivers have their awn wayi
of doing things, there are some'general guidelines
,which will help you.

Some wayappeal to the senses of young chil-
dren:

Sights Bright; cheery colors say "welcome."
and floors' shOuld be clean and inviting.

Child-size furniture suggests, "this is a spe-

cial place for children."

Smells Keep the center clean to avoid offensive

odors. Flowers, gpices and cooking food have

pleasant,aromas.

Sounds Children are sensitive to loud sounds.

Add drapes, pillows and carpeting to control
e. Caregivers set the tone with the "ces
use.

Touch Children like to feel all kinds of tex-

ture in toys, books, furnishings, floor coverings,
outdoor play and caregiver clothing.

Taste Food means more than nutrition to chil-

dren. They like appealing teals,and snacks

pleasantly served.

-12- 1 7



ALMS BETIER fl
dacoreAsr2 Elimmens

So far we have,taiked about theoenter as avvenviron-
ment for children. It also shodld be comfortable and
converaent for the Idults.who work there. Small .

details like adequatestorige and easy,accesi to it
are imOortant. It islrustrating and a waste of time
.and energy whenou can't easily-igei to or find what
you want when yodwant'it'. Helping a group of active
preschoolers find play, get thropgh ddily'routines
and solve'theirprcblerrs takes lots of'energy and
your total attention. There is no time to relax and
talk to other adults. Caregivers need a staff roam
where they can haVe_a few minutes away from the chil-
dren. Here it is paetible to ielak and,to safely
enjoy a hot beve2age. A work area with supplies and
pdper make it easier for caregivers to prepare mate-
rials for their rooms. Pay attention to any annoying
parts of your day. Some simple changes can make your
job easier and-more pleagant.

Adults work better in comfortable, convenient

surroundings:

A ZittZe privacy Caregivers d have a staff

roam and private bathroom. This a11ls for Short
breaks away fram the sight and sounds of the chil-
dreni A comfortable, attractive room shows the
importance of the staff. It is refreshing,for
caregivers to spend a few minutes doing whatever
they choose in pleasant surroundings,

A place to sit -To be at a child's eye level,
caregivers spend most of their time on.the floor
or an child-size chairs. Caregivers seydaM.
have time to sit very long. Aloe adult-size
rock= or soft chair in the room is handy-for
holding a child myour lap. A low bench should
be available in the outdoor play yard. Then a

caregiver can git while t'alking to a child or
watching the group play.

A convenidnt routine Remember, it is the,people
Who use environments who sometimes can best see
good or bad arrangements. Look or ways to car
plete your routines with ease and convenience.
Share youOdeas with your director. A simple '

thing like having a cart for returning dishes to*
the kitchen may make your job easier.

18
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=a YOUR cENIER AS
AN. ENVIRMVENT FCR StAFT

,

We have said that environments affect feelings and behavior.
What is in the environment-of the child fare center is just
as important to caregivers who work there as it to the

children. PUt.a check4by the items below found in your cen-
ter.

"ADULTS ONLY" ENVIRONMENT

locked storalr for personal belongings

place t&-hang coat

staff roam away from the sights and Sounds

window to outside

adjustable heat/air conditioning

gcmfortable chpirs

sofa or lounge

table and chairs

work area.

/ private restroam

telephone

of children

caregiver supplies.

paper cutter

child care resource
books

magazines

snacks, beverages avail-
able

sink, hot plate, refri-
gerator

things you can.change like kurniture or bulletin board

opportunities to do things you like, such as to work cross...word

puzzles

restroam regUlarly stocked with soap:towels and toilet paper

clutter and trash routinely removed

ADULTS IN THE CHILD ENVIRONMENT

convenient, closed indoor storage

convenient, closed outdoor storage

comfortable law bench or seating in outdoor play yard

comfortable adult-size seating in indoor rooms

-14-
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PLAN'THE

If it is plannedrighp, the environment .bele you

, &your job. Often cdregivers face. the lenge

of working in child"care centers whiah are -build=

ings.-originallydesigned,forother US-es. h-teee
the case, some simple, creative changes may'help you
irprovette quality of cake in your center. You-may,

,learn a lot by *telling how-the children react to
their surroundings. FOr example, a-large, open sPace
invites a small child,to run. You can.divide the thorn

or play yard with low barriers-where 1/91.1 want the

children to walk. Use wide, open spaces both,indOr*:
and outdoors where you wont to encourage active play
and running. You con mak&your..job as'a caregiver
both more fun and rewarding by:learning to control
the enviroarent instead of the' Children.

Changing things may help you sokrm some problems

-in the preschool environment;

Welcome the child. Some children are upset when
their parent's leave them in a child care center.
The thing's within view of a child entering your
roam can help welcome that child.. Get down on
your knees and look at the entry as a Child would

see it.' Look for wall decorastions at a child's

eyelevel. Look for a clear'view into the maih

play arelas.. An entry somewhat separate but with
the play areas in sight allows time.and space for
.aying goodbye to a parent. Children also"like

a convenient place to hang their coats and a

cUbby to store their personal things.

Plan for play. Preschool.children often play

alohe or in small groups of four or five. They

like to play behind a shelf, divider or low

bUahes. In these small, partly enclosed areas,
children are less often distracted by other chil-
dreh; adults or noise'. As a result, they will
play with one toy or a'game longer.

Aake pUly easy-to-find. When areas are clearly

markea ano toys and materials are easy-to find,and
use, children are more independent and demand

less of caregiimrs. This-gives you more time to

taik.to and help individual children in a relaxed,-

positive way. .

RedUce noise and disorder indoors. Dividing a

large room into areas reduces noises and makes it

easier to keep toys and materials in-order,
-17-
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ceaRitm SRN= Ta SaPPORT PRESCHOOLER& PLAY

The:organization of indoor and outdoor siace can
'affect how long and hag well children play. In

order to meet the needs of preschoolers and add
variety; it,helps to divide the availdble space
into differentp.sized,areas. In large spaces-, groups
of 14 to 16 preschoolers can play oribe together.
Smaller, part1yenplosed spaces allow fair smaller _

groups, wherefour or five children can play. Chil-;-

dren like to play in these small arelp on the floor
or ground, surrounded by low barriers, such as '

shelves, dividers, low bushes and half-buried logs
or tires. The best plans allow caregiyers and chil-
dren to movedividers to change the size and ihape
of some areas. The smallest spaces are just big
enough for one child. These small spots located
here and there allow a child to "get away" for a
moment of privacy.

To organize space consider these points:

Indbor and outdoor play areas are connected.
Children enjoy seeing the outdoor play space from'
indoors. Mbving in and out between the two areas
should be easifor caregivers and children.

The amount ofopen space is planned. Nbt enough
or too much open space affects the quality-of
play. The best play takes place in centers which
leave no less than one-third,,but no more_than -

one-half of the play space open. Opan spaces
can be used for more than one thing, like danc-
ing, playing games or eating snacks.:

There are areas fbr different skill levels. Some

areas.and activities should appeal to older, more
skilled aildren and some to younger, less skilled
children. Children will selectwhere to play
according to what they can do.

Areas should offer a variei of play. Indoors
and outdoors, preschoolers should be able to
,find areas for both active and quiet play. 'They

like a wide variety of,activities and materials
like sand, water, books, musical instruments, `

records, nature study, science, Arts and crafts,
blocks, puzzles, toys and table games; carpentry,
cooking and pretend play.

-18-



ay, MIER ;MICAS WITH CLEAR. PATIPAYS .BEIWEEN

')

A roan (xrplay. iard,that is diVided into large group
-- areas, seal graup areas and private spaces offers ac,",-.

variety °fah:Aces. The children rust be able to see
what is availdble-forPlay and:haw to'get,there. Out7
-ddors, for exaMple, the children shOuld be able to see
the activity areas, play units, the trike path, natural
environment area or garden plot. Clear pathways allow
children tO, move freely from one place to another.
Pathways most often have the same surfaoe as the near-

'by.floor or ground. Pathways simply are easy-to7see
space* that ccnnectcoe place with another. Adults
who kneelAdown to children's, eye,levels can check to

'see how clear the pattmays really are. While kneel-
ing, it is easy to see if a bash, a shelf, or a play
unit blacks your view., It is easier for children to
choose tSeir own playl4hen,they can see what is
availdble and how to get there.

Kneel down to the.child'*s eye level and look

for pathways that:

Go somewhere interesting. Pathways should clear-

ly leadsthe children fram one interesting area
orialay unit to another. As a child finishes
climbing on a play unit, that child should be
able to see scmething'like the saneMox and how

to get there.

Go aroundYnot through other areas. Pathways are

tbest when they go around, not through another
area, This helps prevent one child frakinter-
rupting another's play. A pathway through
instead of around a block-play area leads chil-
dren to run through that area aild knock dcwn

stacked blocks.

Are uncluttered and well spaced. When plat,units

and areas are too close to each other, thereis
no roam left-for.clear pathways. Then chilirem-
bump into each other as they move around, increas-

, ,ing the chance of accidents.

Don't lead into large empty spaces. Arrangments
of rooms endplay yards often result in an empty
space in the middle. The problem is pathways

- that lead in'to this space, but not out of it.
This space becomes the place for rough play or

running. The best solution is to make some

changes. You can fill that empty space with an
interesting activity or play unit.

-19-
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MAKE 11034 FOR: SMALL GROUP ACTIVITtES-=

In any group of three, four and five year Olds, the children have many

different interests and skill levels. PreschoOlers also like to do a

variety of things every day. 'Your roam arrangement can help you satisfy

.' the interests and abilities of these children. They prefer to play in

small groups most of the time, so small areas that hold four to five chil-

dren and possiblir an adult help them play better and longer. These chil-

dren also like a feeling of closeness and protection. Lowsshelves, stor-

age units, dividers, curtains and furniture can serve to define areas, as

well as to store and display the toys or materials needed there. Each

l-group activity area is most interesting when it contains lots to

/mai
. ob. Different areas may have different play surfaces, such as.the floor,

an easel, a table, a square of carpeting or cushions. Different colored

rugs, furnishings, floor levels, or ceiling heights can Help to mark

these areas.
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Outdoors you can have just as many small-group activity areas as you do
indoors. The climate in your area will determine haw much time your
preschoolers can spend outdoors. Protection from the sun and wind can
be provided by shelters, porches and trees. Then you can spend more
time outdoors doing more kinds of things. Tile important thing is to
think of ways to use many of the same activities outdoors that you use
indoors. Same activities with messy materials like water play, painting
and clay are more fun outdoors because of less worry about spilling and
_clean-pp. The noise of carpentry is less annoying. Outdoors there are
differentways to.make small-group activity areas. Low bushes,
half-bur.ied tires and logs, low hills or existing buildings can partly
enclose an activity-space. Outdoor storage conveniently located makes
.iteasier to get the toys and materials needed.



HAVE we TAGE AcrIvITY swims

Indoors, preschoolers spend nuch of their tine in small groups or playing

- or-fatting alcne. liageger, there are4..ines when you"will want to callvi

group of children together for cne'reason or another. At ,pertain tines

of, the day, you might }lave finger plays, circle games, nabs, stories,

ITIUSiC or novement activities. For this to happen, you will need to set

sOMe space aside where a grouP of 14 to 16 children can gather. A large

'space also may he used for active indoor play,. You can set out mats for'

tunbling oi make an obstacle course ,in a large activity space. Remenber,

large xactivity areas encourage noisy, active play. Both indoors ,and out-

" doors, lccztte these asray fran the smaller, more quiet areas.

-22-
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Most of the time preschoolers will play outdoors in small groups.. There

may be times when you want to play a game or lead an activity like danc-

ing or singing with a group of 14 to 16 children. This will happen more

often with older four and five:year olds. They are ready to follow
directions and cooperate in ordir to enjoy the fun of a gime like "Simon

Sayt" or "In and Out the Windows." Iargegroup activity areas with
different surfaces permit different kinds of activities. Grass is soft

for sitting and running. Cement or asphalt are good for bouncing balls

and group'gamet when the ground is damp.

-23-
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CREATE SMALL SPACES FOR_
GETTING ANAY AND WATCHING
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Preschoolers like to be busy and active most of the time. Yet there are
times when they need to get await from the other children or adults. They
may need to leave i game or activity.that is too h4rd. These young chil-
dren need time and space to "get away" for a few minutes,to just sit and,:
think. AL child often cad solve her own problems if she has time to be,
alone. A child can learn by watchin g. others at play. Spaced about three
feet high with small entrances make good hideouts for.children. For
safe supervision, caregtvers must be able to see into private spaces and .

reach any dhildigho.needs help. These.small spaces can be found, made
or bought. You may find spaces under platforms or staiis. Add some
carpeting or pillows to make a ooty spot for the children. Youlean Make
small spaces fran boxes and packing barrels or with tables.and blankets.
You can arrange shelves or dividers terleave a small space for a child to
crawl into. Some centers purchase furnishings just big enough.for one
child at a time. When given a chance, children will make their own
caves with adything you give them from hollow blocks to chairs and sheets.
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Tbe Outdoor environment also can be planned to help Children find a

place to "get away." Al private spade that.is clearly chil&tize works

best. Adnits Should not be able to fit into these spaces. Locate pri-

vate places near large-group activity areas, trike paths, or play units.

Any Childwhcl wishes to leave theAroup or an activity can do so easily.

JUst make certain these private spaces are next tio, not blocking, main

pathways. Some private spaces can be located away from activity areas.

'Ibis permits Children to watch frail a safe distance. A log platfoim or

small perdh allows a Child'to Iodic down on the group. Both Children and

caregivers epsily can add private spaces to a play,yardl with bcxes, para7.

chutes, tents, bcards and other recycled materials.
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TM A LOOK AT CUE MCCCII SPACE AREA

This plan dhows a preschool roam in a military child care center. The
children have access to another large indoor space for active play and
naps and an outdoor play space. See if you can spot the strong and
weak points of this roam. Compare your thoughts with those listed below.

STRENGTHS

different play areas allow for a
variety of activities

private space for one child

loft four feet high adds a second
level

well-defined; comfortable book
area

blOck area out,of main pathway

rug and tile provide different
surfaces

child-size toilets, sinks and
mirrors in bathrooms

direct access to outdoor play
area

WEAKNESSES

not enoughwindows to outside

paint easels in a main pathway

low tables need shelves or storage
with things to do nearby

pathway around low tables may encour-
age running

one bathroan with lower walls wculd
improve supervision

sand table, a noisy activitli is too
near the book area =

eating areanot inviting for small
group conversations
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SW& .1! upow ier ctE CUTECOR PLAY ;UREA

The plan below shows a preschooloutdoor play area at a military child
care cqnter, located in a moderate climate. The play area took its
shape as a result of having'been Located in the only space available.
See if-you can spot the.strong and weak points of this play area. Com-
pare your thoughts about,its strengths and weaknesses with those listed
below.
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STREGTHS

child-sized drinking fountains

outdoor storage

both grass and hard surfaces.

clear path to climbing structures
at end of slide

Swings safely Located away fram
other play areas

tires, small hills, slide and
climbing units add levels

some moveable loose parts
for creative play

.shrube and.different types
of fences add interest to
boundaries ,
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WEAKNESSES

lacks easy access to indoors and
bathrooms

,needs clear organization into differ-
ent sized areas

Lacks small-group activity areas

needs,a private space or two

hard to supervise all areas at once

needs more 'sheltered or coveked
areab

trike path in main pathway

climbing unit unsafe on asphalt
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CHECK YOUR CENTER'S bRESCHOOL PLAY SPACE

U-the checklist below to help you look at and think about
your center's preschool play areas. Think about ways to pro-
vide areas and opportunities for play which your center may
not have. 4

ORdAiTIZATION OF PLAY YARD4

easy access to 'outdoors from indoor playrcan

variety of play spaces linked to each other, offering a wide choice
of play activities

opportunities for preschoolers to see and play with children.of
different ages

:Volay areas attractive to older or more skilled children and
attractive to younger or less skilled children

buShes, shelters, porches or other barriers to protect-play areas
from winter winds and extreme sumMer suns

play structurbs spaced and located to avoid crowding and accidents.

active.play areas near each other and away frau quiet:play areas

bushes, low hills or other barriers to partly enclose preschool play
spaces

cleat visihilitY into all areas of the-play yard

cOnvenient storage for aftdoor.equipttEnt

'play sOaces for a.variety of group sizes

boxes, tents or tunnels for one child to "get away"
tires, logs or bushes creating small areas for one to three
Keschoolers
open spaces for active or group play

0
opportunities for caregivers and children to change the size of
areas by moving dividers, boards or tires

easy access to bathrooms

outdoor water source add drinking fountains

chil&-proof fences and gates

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS

paved play areas for trike paths, wide pathways and hard-surfaced
areas for balls and games

open grassy orisoft-surface play areas for tumbling, running or
sitting

large play areas for climbers, logs, spools, slides, platforms,
swings or other play units

-28-
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Play areas with "loose parts," such as boxes, tires, boards and.
blocks or other moveable play structures

natural environment areas with native plants, trees,.rocki, insects

special interest areas such as garden plots, fenc6d animal areas

srall-group activity ate-as for books, music, arts and crafts

play areas at different levels - platforms, tunnels, large rocks,
things to get in and miler, behind and on top of

ORGANIZATION OF INDOOR SPACE
7

receiving area cUbbies child-height coat hooks

a variety of spaces

Large-group activity space for 14 to 16 preschoolers
several sMall-group activity spaces for four to five children
small "get away" or private spaces

clear pathways to exits and between different areas in the room

all areas in plain view of standing children

different areas clearly marked by

shelves low dividers

floor levels colors

ceiling heights flook coverings

-, caregivers can see into all corners of the room

caregiver storage for supplies, materials

oot or mat storage area

INDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS

carpeted area for groups/active

floor play areas

smaligroup activity area

pretend play area
puzzles and small toys
book nook
table baoCks
records and tapes

play/play units

nature collections
arts and crafts
musical instruments
sand table

water play

cooking
carpentry
paay dough
magnets
and science
displays

*Adapted from Recommendations far-Child Play Areas, Cohen, Hill,
Lane, MCGinty, Moore, Community Design Center, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

with the Center for Architecturk and Urban Planning Research, University.

of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1979.
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LET =DREW CM= THE
SHAPE, SIM AND USE OF limns

At home Children often play in alleys, on porches and

betyeen buildings. If we look at what-and how they
play, we can improve the center as'an environment for

play. We can make the center more interesting, yet a

safe place for children to play. Children prefer to
paay.in simplesettings like a large Packing crate or

a clearing near'some bushes. They can pretend this
spot is whatever theywant it to be. They use their

imaginatims more with simple toys and preps that can
be used in several different ways. Children espe-

cielly like loose parts to-move around. They like

to change the size and shape of their play space to

fit their different make-believe games.

Below are some qualities to-look for in settings,
play units and toys:

Things with Zoope parts In addition to an area

for,block play, set aside space where the chil-
dren can move things about in different ways:
Areas with loose parts can be located both indoors
and outdoors... Hollow blocks and wooden boxes are
good building materials for children. Pretend

play props, an oId parachute and other toys add
to the ways these areas can.be used. With things'

to mcve around, use and change, the children can

play and pretend for long periods of time in their

own special ways:

Things that have more than one clear purpose . r \

Play units which children can use in more than
$

one way are best. Then children can pretend more

than one thing. Children have few ways to vary

their play on an elephant slide. Play units

made of rocks, logs, platforms, tunnels, ropes
and tires can be a spaceship one day or a castle .

the next.

Things that can be combined with others Tbys and

props that can.be used in more than one place
increase the opportunities for play and make the .

center mcre interesting and fun. Some examples

0 are loose pa;Xs-like small planks and sawhorses

that can add to and change,permanent play units.
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ADD VARIETY BY CREATING DIFFERENT IEVELS

Different levels can increase variety and interest
in a room or play yard. A carpeted platfonninikes
a special place to look at books and listen to
stories. The different level, carpeting and cush-
ions help the childpn slow &1n and be more quiet
in that area. If your windcws:are just a bit too
high for the children, a plati rreplaced next to
a window helps4 The children can then have a view
to the outside! If you are p to add a play-
houseto your room, consider building it on two
levels. Furnish the first level as a kitchen, the
second as a bedroom. Cutdcors add a new level and
aCtivity with some old bedsprings and a piece of
plywood. Crill holes in the plyWood so you can tie
it to the bedsprings. Glue same'carpet scraps to
the top. Stand back while the children walk, run
and jump here.

40
Think of all the levels that add variety to
indoor and outdoor spaces:

,

cushions climbing trees

platforms stairs
,

tires 1 pits

rams
,

rocks
,

bridges logs

drain pipes small hills

play unit climbers

benches t play units
I

slides i window seats

Low ceilings are mo e inviting than high ceilings. Fish net,

fabric or old para hutes cah be draped the f4ll length of
.a room which has h gh ceilings. Fabric absorbs sound, as
well as adding int rest and softness to a room.

-34-
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USE COIAR AIM LIGHTING TO CREME MODS

Cblor,and lighting can be used to great .idvantage to

make the center a more camfOrtable, cheery place. It

helps if you kacw boo colors affect people. TiYmost

people,the warm colors like ved, orange and yellow

are exciting. The cool colors like blue,,green and
purple are relaxing. When choosing colors, try relax-

ing colors like blue or light green in quiet areas

such as the book corner. Orange and the bright
colors are better in active play areas or as a decora-

tion in the entry. large rooms look smaller if

you paint the walla or' part of each wall a different

color or shade of the same color. Neutral colors
for shelves are best so toys are easy to see. A red

toy on a red shelf is hard to see. Lighting, too,

can be used to feature an area or.activity. Hanging

a lamp over the reading area varies the lighting in*

thh room and sets that area off as special.

Here aresome ways to vary the coZor and lighting

in your room: ,

Add a spldsh of color. Posters or,large sheets

of colored paper may help when you cannot paint.

Once again, get down on your knees when hanging

decorations so they are atchild's eye level.

Turn off the lights. If your roam has flourescent
lights, choose times like during snack or awgrcup

movement activity to turn off the lights. Remov-

ing the glare of the lights helps change the mood.

Choose simple colors and decorations. Color and

decorations add a nice touch, but avoid too much

of either. Have some quiet, plain walls.

Choose simple colors. The confusion of too much

color.and too many things to look at can
cver-excite some children.

Find an artist. Check with your director to find

expert help from local colleges, your community

or installation. You may find someone who will

help you plan graphics, murals or color schemes

for ytur center. You may even find volunteers to

do the painting.
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rxr =mu, cuEs =ATE' BErIER SPICES

One center had a prcblem with widit, cpen space. The center had a nices

large indoor playroan hut no money for equipment. Everydaywtynl the
children came.into the playroan, they raced wildly fram cae end to the

other no matter hag mazh the caregivers-called out, "Slow dcwn!" The

children had =ay accidents, running into each other often. lbe dangers )

in this arealmere reduced quickly and easily with a few gallons of paint.
The children took the signal fran the patterns cn the floor. They found

more to do than just run around. Me natber of accidents was inuediately
reduced. The dravingbelcw shows the designs that were painted cn the
playraan floor.

Atm child care centers using converted'buildivgs have the

adVantage of enough room fbr large indoor play spaces for

active play. 4,

1.
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TAKE ADWAN)2PAZ TEMURES

Soft things Often are hard to'find in a child care

center. In general, soft things covered with fabric

require more care and cleaning than easy-care plas-

tic, formica or linoleum. However, children need to

ham comfy, cozy spaces and soft playthings, in their

environment. Check the health rules for your,center.
Then be alert to things you can do to rake the cen-

ter a softer plaoetojoe. Fbr example, if there are

no-inimels to hold, mike sure a child can find other

soft things. These might include sitting in a care-.

givees lap, using.fingerpaints, molding play.dough,
digging in dirt or playinq in sand otiwater.

,

Think of aZZ the Ways you can to add softness
and variety to textures ilLyour centexf:

Ilse carpeting in creative ways. Use carpeting,

rug scraps and carpet samples wherever you can.

Some areas of the roam definitely require more
softness than others. Cover inside and out-

side of a packing barrel carpeting to make

a soft, private space for a child.. Put carpeting

on walls, ramps, platforms and boxes.

. Let fabrics soften various areas. Fab#ps can
add color, help absorb sound and soften the cen-

ter environment. Curtains may dress up a window,

as well as help control the natural light. If

you have a plakhouse, don't overlook the possi-

bility of hanging cUkteinsin it. .;

Make use ofInature's soft textures. Look for

soft surfaces to use outside. These inclUde

grass, sand, dirt, water, strwand sawdust. If

your play yard is sadly lacking any of these;

look for ways to take your children to places'

where these soft surfaces are more available.



Puir LW= MIMS IN
A

ENVIRONMENT

Living things - plants, animals and.ffsh - will Add
interest and-beauty to your center. Put houseplants
in different parts of-the roam. Rules regarding the
keeping of animals vary from center to center. Check
with youx-dixectdr. If permitted, small animals like
rabbits, gerigils, guinea pigs and hameters;make good
roan pets. A fenced area in the play yard for
animals allows for lots of contact between
dren and animals. With plants and animals, children
learmabout caring for 'other living things. Animals
mukt be fed daily and plants wateredweekly.- Most
iMportant of all they gain some understanding of the
life cycles of different plants and animals. Cf
course, you will have to see that the children learn
to be humane and gentle. Be sure that things do not
get dropped into.the fish tank or plan6 are not
uprooted. With space set aside for plants you can
show how they get theirpeginnings. Some start from
cuttings, some fran seeds and others franbtilbs.
Find a place tor a smalgrarden plot outdoors.
Radisties, lettuce and vegetables and flowers
will grow in tubs or'sandboxes just as well as in
the ground.

Here are some ways to makb the center,eni)irot:mdirt
more altue with plants and animals:

. . .

-
Houseplants Hang plants with ropes and.sMall.
pilleys. The cAildren can help you lowerand
later them. Put plants on shelves and.windoo-
sills. Make terrarims or gardens in jars with,
the children. Some houseplants are pOisonout..
Be sure to decorate with those that are not- 0'2

2, ,

) ,

or garbanz:mt
like alfalfa, radish, mng

n are easy,to sprout: These' .

e) ,iorbute u )1oean

Aoroutt can be used later in a cooking adtivit
or for making salads.

Insect lams Toy stores and nil. Order catalog
sellant farms. Worm farms arQeasy 'to.make.
Put some soil and worms in a glass
Cover the sides of the container withcpaper.:
Remove the paper from time to time,and you shbuld'
be able to see the warms at work.

Visitors bringing animals If regulations Pre-
vent you from keeping animals,in-the denter,:
'invite parents, humane society workers or zookeep=.-.
ers to bring'small animals for short'v#its.
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CHECK YOOR CENTER Fat SCPINESS AND FLEXIMITY
S.

4
.7.4.;. ,Check your cnterfs indoor and outdbor space. Score.one

41

point fbr each item you check on the list below.

11
SOFTNESS

rocker
stuffed chair
lawmswing
bean bag chaiv
large carpet or rug
floor cushions

grass
sandbox or sand area

FLEXIBILITY
r4i4r,

playthinio can be used by more than one child at a tire
table, blccks, or climbers.

Playthings can be used in more than
molded, shaped and rolled; a tunnel

soft anhnals to hold
soft seats on swings

. finger paints
clay or play dough
mud
water added to sand

"laps"
dirt far digging*

- water

one way - play dough can be
can,be led into or over;

blocks can be sorted by color or shape.

Playthings can be usda)in different.places - eggbeaters in the pre-
tend area, at the water table or:when cooking.

Equipment can be moved by the children - boxes, baocks or tires.

Spaces can be made different sizes - tables, shelves or equipment
can be moved to make a space smaller or larger.

There ire different levels or surfaces for play - puzzles can be on
the floor or a table; paint at an easel or on the floor.

IINTM, POINTS

18-22 Keep up,the gOod work!
10-17 . There's some room for% changes that wilfirprove your center's

liveability.

0-9 Look for ways-it° add or change some of the items you didn't check.

*These items are suggested in a softness rating taken from Elizabeth

. Prescott's Assessment of Child-Rearing Environments: Ari Ecologibal

Approach. California: Pacific Caks College, 1975.

. (\
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ADDING THE HUMAN
TOUCH TO

CENTER ENVIRONMENTS

rd

PAM 'ND

In PART MD you will discover:

tips.formanaging the preschool environment

ways to support the children's personal gilcwth

things that preschoolers can and like io do

same creative ways to use materials

some suggested resources
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PN YCUR CS*1 ROLE

Throw help you to plan for each day if you think
about 1174 much or how little you will have to direct.
different kinds of.abtivities. SOMe activities call
for more direction fran you than others. There are
thmtswhel young children can find and do things with-
out helpfrom an adult. You will want to plan a
balance between thoile things!Which require more
direction frawyou and those Which require less. The
following are four kinds of activities which 4ight
occur in a center. FOor free-play youmake no plans
in advance. The children are free to choose any
activity in the roan= yard. FOr free-choice time
you plan ahead and set up several things, such as
easel painting, play dough,, water play or colorimg,

pictures. The children are free to choose one of
these activities. You may direct a gfoup activity.
like music or story time. Cr yoU may leadthe group .

in an individual activity. All the children work
alone but do the same tilin4 at the same time like .

pasting or cutting.

Row much you direct the Children changes accord-
ing to the kind of activity:

Free-play This'is usually a time when you give

very little direction. As the children play, you
may choose tolatch or talk with them. Usually

the adult is not involveCOUring times of
fres,play.

Free-choice You may have to give the children
more direction at this time because,abtivities
like painting or water play often call for
clase watching or direction.

Caregiver-directgd activitiet These'reqpire the

most direction fran you: Cftenyou may have to
,do two. things at once. While you present the
activity, like reading a story or, telling how to
paste, you also will have to deal with those few
children who might choose toi do something
besides what you have planned.

-45-
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MEP GROUP SIZE SMALL

The total number of children grouped together in one
center play area makes a big difference in the quality
ofthe child care experience. Children in two groups
of 16 with two caregivers in each group play better
than one group of 32 with four caregivers. Within a
group of 14 children, for example, play is improved
even more when the children play in smaller sub-groups:
por three, four and five year olds the best size for
a group is between 14 and 20 children. The number of
caregivers to children is another important factor
affecting-quality child care. The best care usually
occurs when there is one caregiver for every seven to
ten children. In these smaller groups caregivers
spend more time talking to children and less time '

cbeerving and supervising. In smaller groups children
;let alongwith each other and with caregivers better.
They have moire ovportunities to talk and ask ques-
tions. Because they spend more time thinking before
they act, they wander less. They spend longer
periods of time playing with one thing and get more
involved in tasks and activities than children in
larger groups.

,L,00k for ways tamake amaller. groups:

Divide the room. A center which has 30 to 40
children in one large room should divide'the
roam. The result wouldbe two rooms with
groups just the right size. Remodeling or ad&
ing partitions are the best solutions. There
are other ways to divide the roam, if these
aren't possible, A combination of shelves on the
floor and banners or curtains hung frpm the
ceilings can divide a large room into two smaller
ones. Careful plaening may be necessary for
sharing,bathroare, sinks and play areas.

Use subrgroups. Another way to manage the pro-
blem of a large groupAs to divide.it into
.smaller groups. One caregiver stays in the room
with a group of children. Another caregiver
takes a group to the indoor playroom, the library
or outdoors.

Divide duties. Another solutilm is to have a
special respurce person. This person will lead
various activities in' a separate roam. Small
groups of children canDleave the roam for periods
of music, moyement or arts and crafts.
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ZELINIC MUT THE USE CV TIME

The use of time is an importarit part of the environ-
ment. A, daly schedule or regular xoutine he1ps,the
children feel secure. They klarivdat will come next.
They want to knoit, for example thailoeveryday after
outdoor play it is time to have music. Alter music,
it is time toloish for lunch. A daily-schedule helps
a caregiver plan for and help the children, move
throt* each day. This is especially the case in cen-
ters that provide drop-in care. Within that regular
routine allow for same give and take. Some children
may need another minute or two to finish the picture's
they are painting.- Some days you will want to change
the schedule to make time for scrething interesting.
The children maylmant more time outside to watch the
road crew repair the street. A special visitor may
call for more time inside.' It is important to have
long pexiods of free time both inside and out. Plan
for 45-60 mdnute blocks of time for play. Children
then have time to find and play several different
activities. These long periods of time help them
learn to stay with one thing longer. The sch6dule
should alternate calm, quiet activities with louder,
more active ones. Keep any group time like music
and stories brief. You-can use group time to help
the children change lobe. Aquiet activity before
snack or lunch helps calm the children so' they can
enjoy their food more.

%Here is a sample schedule. You will have to add

to it if your center is open more hours:

0630-0815
0815-0900
0900-0945
0945-1000
1000-1100
1100-1130
1130-1150
1150-1200
1200-1230

1230-1430
1230-1430
1445-1500
1500-1515
-1515-1545
154571645
1645-1700
1700-1730
1730-1800

arrival, breakfast, free-play
outdoor or indoor active _play
planned activity/free-play
snacks
planned activty/free-play
outdoor or indoor active play
group time/quiet activity
prepare for lunch
lunch
rest/quiet time for non-nappers

nap time for nappers
clean-up/prepare for snacks
snack time
outdooir or indoor activity/free-play
planned activity/free-play
clean=up/prepare for dinner
quiet grouvactivity
dinner

-47-
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USE A TIME TO PULL THINGS TCGETHER

When you plan for preschool children, it is'helpful
if you use a theme. A thememsy be used for a day,

.

several days or longer. This helps =Ike sense out
of all the different pieces of the day. A theme
gives meaning because it ties the activities and
parts of the day.together for you and the children.
Once you have anlidea for the theme, think about all
the ways you can use that theme. Choose books to
read or put in the book corner. Display pictures that
illustrate your theme. Pick related songs, poems and /

finger plays. Change the words of a song the chil-
dren already know to fit the theme. Plan snacks or
a cooking experience around your theme. Make small
changes in gamas the children already know and play.
Por example, cou5ting games can be played with valen-
tines, shamrocks, shells or toy ships. Add related
props to the pretend area. Invite special visitors
to:your room to go with the themes you use. It is
usually easy to plan art activities to fit your
theme. Once you get into the habit of planning and
using themes, it will be easy to find more than one
activity or way to work around a theme.

Some themes you might use in your preschool room:

Families Look at different kinds and sizes of
families and how thIlimork and play.

Jobs Visitors and other activities help your
children see what different jobs are - grocery
clerk, firefighter, truck driver, homemaker or
'telephone repair,person.

Rolidays Besides the traditional holidays you
know about, learn about the family backgrounds
of your children and include any of their special
holidays. Learn about the holidaya from other
countries or cultures so you can include them
also.

Animals There are lots of ways to look at.and
group animals - farm, pets, zoo, fish, insects
and dinosaurs, as well as animal mothers'and
their babies. -1

Transportation Look at the different ways we
travel - by plane, train, boat, cars and trucks.
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You hear that Case.will bring her rabbit to class tomorrow.
You want to make some plans to use this visit as the basis
for some activities. List some things you might do aroumd
the theme of a rabbit.

Did you come up with any ideas different tram those listed below? You
need not do all of these things at one time. We give you lots of ideas
just to show same of the many things possible.

Teach a rabbit song you already know or $0e uP.
4

'Serve rabbit-food at snack: carrots, oel Jana cabbage.

Have the children make rabbit ears out-aelmer, petite on a head-
band and wear them.

'Include hopping rabbits at movement time. While the children jump,
talk about rabbit noises, wiggZing noses and flicking tails.

. Set out picture bccks of farm animals.

Bead from Heatrix Pottees.Tales Of Peter Rabbit.

Provide felt cutguts of rabbits for the flannel board.

Set out toy farm animals or farm animal matching games.



Scistimes it is hard to man freak cm thim to the
11611t. Children find those times upsetting. Sare do
not went/ to stcp what they are doing. Also, when a
grow chimes activities, acme ohildkin will hew to
wait for others. Mat children and wee adults find
it hard to wait. Haosver, these times need not be'
upsetting. With practice, caregivers can learn to
haw gimes or-- fun routines ready to use when it is
time to dunge activities. Even in a .drcp-in 'child
care .center, the routim of a regular schedule can
do much of the work, for ycn. Thcee children who attend
the canter frecpintly win sense Idmin it is time to
change. Tell ths ne children and remind the others
Ittiat will happen next. Use words such as, "After you
clean-tp we will go outside.". . Then fird a flat way to
get through the change.

Here are some ideas to help you make those
changes from one activity to the next:

Excuse a few children at a time. If the children

are in agrcup, they can sing, do finger plays
or say rhymes. Let three or four children at a'
time &what is needed - go to the bathroom,

set their coats or wash their hands. Pick.chil-

dren by colors. "All those imaring red, go
washy= hands."

Do something fun while waiting. As the children

finishwith cIean-up Or.,COMO in fran outside,

have thmn sit on the rug and do finger plays or

Play games.

Use dramatic play to get results For going out

or coming in quietly, have the children hunt a
bear or be a cat Zooking for a mouse. Be drama-

tic. Whisper, "The bear will hear you. Mbve

slooly and quietly."

Divide the caregivers and the group. Kith one

caregiver inside and one cutside,.send the chil-

dren in or out in email groups.

Make up songs to fit the activity. "This ill the

wits clean the room, clean the roan, clean the

room."

-51-
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Read the fogooing sitztaiion. Think ea solution to the
problem and compare your answer with some suggestions we got
,from some experienced caregivers.

You areiwith Your group of presdhool children in the indoor play roam.
They have been playing very actively for about 45 minutes: Suddenly
Rosanna runs into Frank in the corner. Suzanne and Greta, who have been
playing happily, start to run to you, first one and then the other, to
"tattle": on eadh other. The noise level is rising. TWo dhildren start
goinglboth directions on the balance beam'instead of just one way, upset-
ting the other Children: You look at yourwatdh. You have ten minutes
to wait until time to go badk to the roam for lundh. What would you do?
Write your answer belowrbefore you read some answers other caregivers
suggest.

Sally's idaa "Besinning with four or five children, I'd have them line
up. Each child places his hands on the shoulders of the child in front
and quietly sings choo choo, chug chug while marching around the room.
Other children mould probably want to join in. The children could then
move to the room this same way."

Ken's idea "I like to sing. I would call the children together and we
would sing some of our favorite songs until it was time for lunch."

Ruth's idea "I would suggest to the 6oys on the balance bearnthat they .
sit dowh against the wall and tAke sobs 'time out' from play until they
could rejoin the others and play well. 'I would take Suzanne in one hand
and Greta in the other and have them walk around with me as I supervised
the other children."

Sadie's idea "I have a signal I use with the children. When I blink
the lights - no matter what they are doing - they all freeze. Then we

three deep breaths together. Wry quietly we begin doing again just
what we were doing before the lights blinked - but this tine very slowly
and quietly. I really ham it up and make a big deal about a silent,
stow-motion movie. The kids are familiar with this routine and it help
Even the new children watch the others and soon catch on to our slow
game."
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PIAN EoR =sr TIME

Preschool children have lots and lots of energy. They
also need quiet-time actiVities. Most will_need a
rest period if they spend all dary in the center.
Same childten neelmore rest and sleep than others.
Most three year olds need a nap more than five year
cads. Have restitine at the same time everyday.

,....Pave a quiet game or activity just before rest time
to help the children slog down their pace. Children
who are in the center everykrliketo find their
cot in the same place. Give the new child, or one
who is not eager to rest, the job of helping you get
the cots ready. At rest time it helps if you use
restful behavior. Give directions with a relaxed,
calm voice. Eeep what you do.simple. Best time
calls for routine rather than change or variety.

Here are a few hints to kelp,you with rest time:

Try a quiet-time game. No one talks in this
game. The children watch and then do what the
caregiver does: touch your nosef`touch your
hair, shut your eyes, put your hands over your
ears.

Soften the environment. Darken the room. Play
Eioft music. Talk quietly, but.firmly.

Space the children. Place oots or mats with at
least three feet between each on all sides.

A

oZder children a book. Let them do a
puzzle on their cots or mats before they put
their.heads down. ,

Provide a separate area for quiet play. Some
children do not need to nap.

Sit near restless children. It may help to rub
their backs gently or softly hum a tune.--

Help the youngest children. It helps some to be
near the caregiver they like most.

Aead a good .book. Try Margaret Wise Brown's
Goodnight Moon.
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IOW RULES SIMPLE AND YOUR EYES OPM

As a caregiver, a bigr part of your job is to-duper-

vise play. .You =learnt° preventssome accidents
' and'difficulties bef they happen. You peed to ,

make a qUick cceyday to look for sdfety
hazards and broken tays br equipment. When super-

viting a group cf children, standlOhere you tan.see
into all corners of the roam or play yard. EVen as

you talkwith-just one or two children, face ttye ,

directionlkems most of the other children are play-

ing. Stand near any activity with-an element of .

danjei`such as, .-. .! or carpentry. Stay near large

play units, c swings and slides in case any

child needs . help. Limit the number of

children use a piece of equipment. Allow

only as . be on a rocking boat, for example,

as is safe. Reep the safety rules simple, few in
number and review them with the children often.

41-

Some simple rules for outside play p4g1it include:

Pedal the trikes one-way.

s

Keep sand in the sandbox.

Play away from the swings.

Bold on with both hands on the climber.

Some simple rules for inside play might include:

Blocks are for building. '

Vee your inside voice, please.

PUt toys away when finished.

We walk inside. .

I.
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"b1PLANAHEAMiA2D,SAFEENVIMINENT

,

Plan the play areas for safety. Arrange things:so
you can see into all corners. With low dividers carer
givers can.see into all corners easily. Indport,
CheCk thelheat and ventilation. Adjtst the thermo
stat or openitieindkwas needed.. Plan ways to conr

.2"127ca. fran water and sand2-glalf.; !be newepapers,
old blapkets orldrop cloths. _Slippery.floors-can be

USe wit)* uP afir spills.- Children need fresh _
water, drinking and .tiine and spade for naps.
Childr toilets.a4sinks or Safe-to-use step
stools .toileting and handwaShing routines simr
ple and ttractive for the Children. 'Xeep an eye
out for hazards. Make apy simple.repairs you can and
report other dangers to your,director:. Pbst a comr
municable diseaserchartidere you and parents-can see
it. Protecting.the dhildren's heelth.and safety is
a big and4mportant part of.your jct.

4110.`

Sit

0

r

PZan a healthy and safe preschooi environment:

Post emetigency procedure's., Know the plans to
follow for fire drills, stomumarlings or my
emergency evacuations. Post these in clear sight.

Keep forms handy. Know how to fill our.the acci-'
dent report forms that are required in your cenr.
ter. Reep thesesforks where you can find'them.

o
Know what to do.. KM( where the fire ex:ten-
guisherd are and how to use therle. If you haven't
taken a first aid course, do so or learn some
basic first aid on your own. The American Red
Circles has the best, most up-todate first-aid
information. A good, illustrated first-aid book
for 'viers is A Sigh Of Relief by M. I. Green.

fie

a p ,to supervise play. Have a plan for
caregiver towatch a particular area or

activity. If your center provides drop-in care,
then each additicnal caregiver knows'exactly what
to do. .

Take care,with scissori. For the most.part use -

scissors with blunt tips. When projects call fok4
scissors,i4ith sharp tips, supervise-theiruse with
care. With some groups of 'Children it is safe

ito keep dcis59rs on open shelves, with others it
is not.



AmartnE ATERIAls 314 csomy. was.
Three, ftur and five year olds like to do a variety
of things everyday. ThiS,calls for lots of games, .

toys and mkterials. ;Men children can find their cwn
play, they are learning to be independent and to
rake choices. **7b allow for free choice, display toys
in an attractive, orderly way. Use open shelves or
storage in eaOh area so that the children can see and
riachuhat they %ant. _If .you do not want the children
to use something,-put it completely out of their sight.
The puzzles, beads, pegboards, lacing cards and other
toys preschoolers like have lots of bits,and pieces.
Citcd organization helps keeplhe materil in order so
that the children can find their own play,:

110" 440.1

P!slan waya to.arrange the materials in yoUr room:

Containers gave a separate container for each
game or.toy. ,These can be'trays, boxes with lids
removed, taskets or &tell cloth bags.

picture labels , Mark shelves wOpth pictures or
outlines so the children can see easily where

return toys. Labels from the original package
are useful to mark containers and shelves to show
where they belong on the shelves. Children can
learn to, setetrawisolored shape on a box with one

on a shelf.
- ; a

Color coding Color the back side of.the puzzles
with paint or aarking pen. All pialpes belonging
together can be spotted at a glance by color.

. Rooks and pegs Use pegboards and hooks to hang
things like scissors, garden,andwoo&orking
tools, codking supplies and dress-up clothes.

Special displays SothetiMes children need your

help to find their play. Put a few games or toys on
the tables so they are easy to find and use. You
Can draw attention to a,book, puzzle or tby by
placing it by itself on a table or low ahelf.

,Closed 'storage Some children get very excited
when sUrrounded by too many decorations or too
muck6hoice. It often is best to keep decorations
simple and reduce the number of chpices. You can

keep some things out of sight in storage. Put

acme back intd the room and remove others.

t
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MIME zr YOUR cm=
PROVIDES DROP-IN CARE

.Some centers provide drop-in care. NO advance reser-
vations are required. Parents may'walk into the calf-

ter at any time bringing their child or children for

any nuMber of hours.- If your center provides drop-in

care, you still will find the ideas in this book use-

ful and practi6111. They have been tried in a center
that provides drop-in care for a large number of chil-

dren. You just have to be somewhat more flexible and
dble to change your plans as enrollment changes.. If,

for example, attendance is high, you may choose to

eet up an obstacle course for active-play. With fewer

children you might have a free-play period. knowing

attendance trends may be helpful for planning. You

will want to plan activities that take more supervi-
sion, like carpentry or cooking, when attendance is

low. Your director may be able to share attendance

informaticriwith you. In military child care centers,

for example, attendance is always high on payday.

A.

Here are some tips to help you meet the challenge

of drop-in child care:

Name tags help. Call each child by name whenever

possible. With masking tape and a marking pen

you dahrnake'narrely.

A game may help. Games th4t dhow how things dis-

appear and then.reappear may help a child who is

anxious about a parent returning. As a child

drops clothespine into-a container, you can'talk

about how the clothespins "have gone." Dumping

them out, say, "They've returned -.so will your

mother."

Rave lots of visitors. Field trips away from the

center can be 'difficult to plan with children

arriving and leaving at all times of theday.
Instead of taking the children out, invite visi-

tdrs like firefighters to come to the 'center.

Have a plan for supervising. As more ohildren

arrive, another caregiver will be called into your

room. It is good.to have a plan so all caregivers

know What areas'or activities they are to super-

vise.

Keep d'ack of the children. An easy check-in and

check-out system is necessary in your room. You

will see one idea for such a system as you turn

the page.
-57-
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,KEEP TRACK OF THE CHIlbREN
AS TELEY CCME AND GO

A center which provides drop-in care needs an easy
method to keep track of the children. The official
entry and exit,reccrds, health cards, emergendy pbcde
numbers and fees charged usuaIlyare maintained else-
where in the child care center: It is important for

,you to have a system in your own room for keeping
track of the children as they.come and go. As the
number of children in your roam increases; you will
need additional caregivers. As each new caregiver

arrives or when shifts change, caregivers,need quick
and easy access to information about the children
in the roam. A chart like the one shown.on
next page tells you at a glance how many children
are in the roam so you,can make certain that the num-
bers of caregivers in the roam is adequate for the
nubber of children present. he number and names of
the children are important for emergency evacuations;
such as fire drills or storm alerts.

Name and location After each name is a narrow
column used if the child is out of the roam.
tAthen parents arrive, they can fipd their child
quickly and easily on the playground or in the
library.

Meals You can see at a glance thermals to be
served to each child. A check means the qbild
will eat a center-prepared, meal and an "s"
indicates a sack.meal from home.

School Same children may.leave the center to
,attend preschool or kindPrgarten elsewhere. A
check irithis column helps you remember to get
each child readito leave in time.

Nap Not all preschoOlers require a nap: A
check in the column tells you who will nap each
day.

Return time You may find it helpful to know an
approximate time when parents will return. For
instance, if many parents will be picking up their
children at 4:30 p.m., plan an activity thatper-
mits easy exit like games or a story time. .

Remarks A caregiver's shift may begin after
some children have already arrived og end before
parents arrive. Caregivers can note-allergies or
helpful information parents share with them.

-58-
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Below is a sample room chart used in a preschool roam in a military
child care center for children receiving drop-in carzt_ You may want ta
copy or change it to suit your own needs. This chart is on heavy card
board afid covered with acetate or plastic. This way caregivers can
write withwax varking pencils or washable felt tip pens and use the
same chart again and again. The children's names are written in as they
arrive and erased as they leave. There may be additional intonation
which ycu may want or need in your particular roam. You might find it
helpful to know the arrival time for each child. This way all care-

' *givers will know the length of time a child has been in the room.

A SAMPLE DAILY alma FCR A PRESCHOOL FOCM

.

Breakfast Lunch Nap Tine Return RemarksDinner Secol

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
,..,

7.

I.

9.

10.
I

I

I

I

4.
r

e

1

"Tr outdoors "P" playnxra "L" library "F" fieldtrip
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ainm YCVR Mali= AREA MAMGEt. 4ENIST124 4

VSe the checklist below to help you look at and think about
how your preschool environment is managed. Think about ways
to improve the management ofyour room for any items you do
not check.

daily schedule includes a balance of free-play, free-c1ic and
caregiver-directed activities

normal groups include no tare than 14 to 20 preschoolers

regular schedule for routines and activities

written posted in the roam

established routines help caregiVers and children move from one.
activity to the next

arrangements help children and caregivers keep materials in order

separate areas for activities

cperi shelves for storage in each area

color coding

picture labeling

boxes, trays, bags for toys

hooks and pegboards

children share in clean-up

variety of activities planned around one theme

caregivers know and folloO all routines to keep children safe and
healthy

rest and nap routines followed daily

easy check-,in And check-out system for drop-in dare

-E60-
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SUPPORTING AND
RESPECTING DIFFERENCES
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MEP CEPOUDFUN IOICE THINSELVES

Children who feel good about themselves are happy,
play well, like to try new things and are open to
meeting new people. We can arrange the environment
to help preschoolers feel important and loved. When-
ever possible, each child should have g cubby or
space for his ,or her things. Also, child-size pri-
vate areas which adults cannot fit into tell the
children we respect them. These can be in a corner,
a playhouse or on a raised platform. Caregivers can

help, too. Call each child by name whenever possible.
Name tags help. Make them with tape and a marking
pen. Plan aCtivities the children like and can do
successfully. Give praise with smiles, handshakes,

hugs and pats. Squat, kneel, and sit on low chairs
or the floor so you can look a child in the eye

frequently. You can plan,special activities like
drawing A picture of me that will help the children
think about and accept differences in both themselves
and others.

Here are some ways to help childPen feel special:

CUbbies If your ropi does not have built-fn -

cUbbies, look for sOstitutes like ice-cream car-
tons or shoe boxes. Al parent group might like

to help design and make cubbies for your room.

Mirrors Have shatterproof full-length and hand

mirrors in your rocm1 Al mirror near the dress-up

clotAes is fun.

"A picture ofme" Trace around each child on a

large piece of paper. Let the children add
details with paint, crayons and bits of fabric.

Tape recorders and cameras With a recorder,

tape eadh child's voice. Play it back and let
the children guess who is speaking. Take pic-

tures of the children. Display the photographs
on a bulletin board or in a group photo album.

Birthdayh Do sowthing special for each Child's

birthday. Make a paper crown and turn snack time
into a "party" with a candle and songs. Let the
birthdwyChild bring someone or something special
to.show or share.

-63 -
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. saw =mini sw TO GET =NG WI'm spial CfITIER

How to get aim; with other children and'adults is
an important skill for preschoolers to practice and
learn. Equipment and materials like phones and
climbing toys enbourage the children to play together.'
Fbr some children in your center this may be their
first experience with large groups of children. You
will have to help some learnways to share, take
turns, respect the rights of others, and use kind'
words. Children learn a l.a.t.by watching others,
especialWAdults. For this reason, you should be
a kind, considerate friend to each child. You can
call attention to friendly acts when you say things
like, "That was nice of you to help your fxiend
Arnold zip his coat." Preschoolers are just begin-
ning'to learn that other peoPle and things have feel-
ings, too. If a child is squeezing a guinea pig too
tightly, you might say, "I think Florence is crying
because you are holding her too tightly. You are
hurting her. You,need to be gentle."

You can use equipment and plan activities to help
children learn to get along:

Provide things which encourage children-to play
together. Make,availabae dress-up clothes,
balls, playhouse, blocks, sandbox, and water
table.

Ilse books which talk about feelings and friendly
acts. Some examples are The Little Brute Family
by Tana Hoban, A Friend Is Someone Who Likes,-You'
by Joan Walsh Anglund and The Quarreling Book by
Charlotte Zolotow.

Rave older preschoolers pretend'or act out events
that people do together. Let them pretend to
build a house. Some%can hold the boards. Some
can use hammers and others use saws. Sane,gan
serve refreshments. This pretend sharing paves
the way for real-life expexiences.

Ilse puppets or flannel board stories. Choose
stories that show acts of.friendship or people
or animals working together.

-64-
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CCWIDER MIT?* LIFE-STYLES

r4
ChiLdren in military families share a particular
life-style. Mast children with servicemember parents
live away fran close relativea, move frequently, may
be separated fron a parent cn duty, are exposed to a
wide range of cultural differences, and may has% to
face the death of a parent. The child care center on
a military installation can be an important funi4y
and child support service. The children feel more
-securewhen the center reflects their lives. Besides
photOgraphs of the children in the center, display
pictures from the local military newspaper. Then
children can tAlk-about and begin to understand what
their parents ire other adults do. Caregivers can give
brief explanaticos and bring up discussions about the
wordA the children hear often like, "inspection,"
"duty,", "mmneuvers," amd "fatigues." The center
environment should help the children adjust to the
special demands of military life.

-1K
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Think ofways to hplp a childadjust to a change:

likke.moving easier. You can write letters or make
a tape for the child who is moving away. Take a

photo of your preschool group to send with the
child who is leaving. Play a game like '
On," which is described on page 88, to help chil
dren talk about haw it feels to move. Books with

stories and pictures about moving may help the
children. Look for titles like Hello-Goodbye by
Sue Felt, I'm Moving by Mextha Hickman, Janey by
Charlotte Zolotow or Stevi by John Steptoe. Put

a toy moving van in the block area or a suitcase
in the_pretend area for playing moving games.

Be patient with Zanguage learning. A child may

arrive who speaks a language other than English.
Be patient. Childhood is the time of naturally

learning language. Children learn a second lan-

guage, with more ease than adults. Take time to

name things that Ore important to the child like

toys, clothes and food.

Offer a comforting e7fvironment. Be an understand-

ing,listener. Use ccforting words and lots of
touch to help childrei through a difficult time.
Make sure there are soft, cozy places for a child

who wants to just sit sometimes.

-4
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MARE EXPERIENCES AND DIFE'ERENCES

Activities and experienees with human differences
belong in the preschool roam. The more different
views of life that young children can learn about,
the more they will be open to differences when-they
grow up. The world which children are growing into
will be served best by adults who like and respect
themselves as well as others with different skin
colors, habits, customs and clothing. The easiest
way for children to learn about differences is to
play with children and caregivers from different
family backgrounds. If your culture is different
fram that of any of your children, you can ghare the
songs, food and stories you liked as a child. There
is more you can do. Remember, the way prescrecl
children learn about different cultures is the same
as they learn about everything else. They need as
much direct experience as possible. Choose things
that are interesting and familiar to children like
food, clothing, families, songs, games, holidays and
festivals.

PZan carefully to share different customs with
children:

Involve reaZ people. Whenever possible, invite
parents to share,their own cultural past. A good
way to start is have them shard food they pre-pare
or help the children prepare. They can talk about
customs, clothing, school, and arts and crafts
from their own childhood.

Give honest infbrmation. Try to give the most
realistic, honest picture of a culture that you
can. You will need to remember there may be many
regional differences within one country. All of
Africa, for example, does not share the same cul-
ture. Life-styles and tribes as different as the
Masai and Pygmy exist in each region. We have
found that books in the children's section of the
library often provide detailed, real information
and good illustrations.

Choose books and pictures carefully. Be careful
not to use books, songs, or pictures which present
a false view of a culture. For example, because
it rains so much in the Pacific Northwest, Indians
from that region did not use or wear feathers like
Indians who lived in the dry climate of the
plains.
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BRIM IN PEOPLE FACM THE WoRED anis=

No matter blowhard you try, you cannot be all things

to all of the children in your roam. Sinoe children

learn about adult behavior from adults, the more

,
grown-ups they can be around, the better. "When chil-

dren are around a lot of different people, they see

the, different things adults do and the different ways

they behave. From these experiences, children can

pick and choose grown-ups to'copy as they grow toward

adUlthood themselves. TO help the children, as well

as to add interest and variety to the environment,

plan to invite other people to visit either on an occa-

sional or regular basis. Your director may help you

find and invite interesting guests. Remember, success-

ful visits require careful planning. Just be certain

your visitors kapw the ages and interests of preschool

children. Visitors who have objects or pictures to

show or things for the children to do are usually the

most successful.

Some people that you might want to add to your

preschool center environment include:

Men Since most caregivers are female, children

like the novelty of having a man around.

People of different ages Whenever possible have

children younger than three or older than five

years of age. A group of preschoolers in one

center were delighted to have a group of teen-

agers come in and demonstrate the latest dance

steps. Elderly men and women, as well as babies,

make intereSting visitors.

People with different jobs Preschoolers like to

copy adult roles. They like to meet people who

have different jobs.like firefighters, farmers,

-poets, musicians, military police, TV person-

'alities and clowns.
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LEARN T3 TALK ABOUT'SENSITIVE SUBJECTS

Sometimes it seems easiest just to ignore a touchy
subject. Some caregivers simply avoid talking about
subjects like death, divorce or sex exploration. It
may be easier to find the rightwards to use with
children if you first take a look at your own feel-
ings. Your own beliefs and personal style will shape
how you react. For example, to help children deal
with their feelings about aeath, they must first
understand what death is. Theymust realize that the
dead iipect found in the play yard will never move
again. In amattempt to understand any subject, a
child may ask the same questions over and over. Just
be patient and repeat the same answers. Honest
answers are always best.

Expect curiosity. Children under five may dig
up a buried pet again and again to see if it is
still dead. This may bother you,.but the chil-
dren clearly see that death is final. You may
find children in a corner or behind bushes, look-
ing alpor touching eaFh other's bodies. Open
toileting where the boys and girls.use the same
bathroom is designed to help preschoolers openly
satisfy their curiosity about sex differences.
Children may ask questions,like "Why doesn't
Randy have a Daddy?" These are best answered
with a few simple words. "He still has a daddy,
bpt his mummy and daddy don't live together any-
more."

Books may help; Books about death are best read
to one child at a time. This allows for lots of
touching and physical contact. The Dead Bird by
Margaret Wise Cock Robin by Barbara
Conney are sui for young children. The book
&shy Eggs by Florence Adams is the story of
children of divorced parents. Same sex education
books for children are How Babies Are ilkde by

C. Andrea and Growing Up by Earl D.
initz.

Talk to parents. Children may ask questions or
express their concerns about the loss of a pet or
absence of a parent. Most parents will appreciate
it if you tell them what you noticed the child
saying or doing. Then they can help the child in

own personal way.
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HEL CHILDREN UNDEPSTAND DISABILITIES

As an adult, you set the example and tone in your

roam. If you have not had much contact with people
/ who are in one way or another different, you may feel

awkward at first around a disabled child. If you

fear, dislike or pity such a child, you cannot hide
your feelings. All children, including the disabled,
can tell how you feel about them according to how you
touch, look at or talk.to them. At first you may be
uncartfortable caring for a disabledchild. Ovet time
as you learn more about the child, you will find that
what you thou§ht to be anNimpossible job is one with
real rewards. Hearing a three-year-4old child utter
her first word due to being with you and the other
children is a big reward. Watching other children
learn to understand, accept and help a specialphild
might be another.- There is much you will learn'from

these children. The ideas you had before may prove
untrue and you may learn new ways of thinking about
children with handicapRing conditions.

'44

Role-playing maY he . TO help the child'ren
understand how anor feels, you may want to set
up some role-play4Ig activities. Five-year-old

children like these activities. Let them explore

Visual impairment by using blindfolds while they

' reach in a bag and identify Objects by touch
rather than sight. They can make glasses with
pipe cleaners, construction paper and colored ,

cellophane to impair their sight. Tio learn about

physical disabilities, they can use,wheelchairs

and crutches. They can tie a blodk to a Shoe and
try walking and running off balance. They can do

a project with ope arm in a sling. To learn About

hearing inpairnent, they can play a lip-reading-'

only version pf Mother May I? They can watdh TV

or a mcNie with the sound off.

Read bo alk about them. There are many
books you'bcan use to help children understand

disabilities. Most five year olds like the bio-

graphy of Helen Keller. Aber children's books
are available, such as it Brother Is Retarded by

Harriet Sobol and One Little Girl by Joan Fassler.
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PAPARE W HELP ainom WITH SPHCiALI

Mbxe 'and more children with disabilities are *ming
a part of the regular, nainstream of life. This
meahs you must be prepared to care for children with
special needs whomay come to your:center. Remember,'
these children are no different frbm other preschool-'
ers. They need a safe environment where they can
exercise their bodies and use their minds and learn
how to get aloug0With others. The materials and
activities that/work wih ordinary children work .

with special children. All you have, to do is give
somethoug will use these things.
For pres oMhi1drn this means lots of things
to touch, see, hear, taste and'smell, as well as 4

lots of opportunity for movement.

Make small changes in t4e physical environment.
When ydU make small changes in your center, it'
tells both a particular child and the other chil-.
dren that you care aioodt and accept the child.

Hearing-impaired: Fbr.children with a hear,
ing loss, use visual clUes like maps or '
signs. For example, if four children can
play in the block area, put up a photograph
or outline drawing of four children, along
with the number four.

Visually-impdired: For children who have
poor eyesight, keep the room arrangement the
same. Tape record books: Keep pathways.
inside and outside clear of hazards.

PhysicalZy disabled: Fbi children in wheel-
chairs and crutches, have clear pathways and
open spaces. If posaible, includeways to
exercise like chinaup baFs.

Active childreni- Have different areas--)ani
allow for lots of movement. Allow for some
activity 14e a walk around the building.
Have a quiet, calm space to which the chil-,
dren dan rereat as.needed.
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MIXED-AGE GFCtIPIMS OFFER
-ENSITSOIMENIS FOR LEARNIM

This book describes environmentS for presdhool aged t

children. One good-addition to sudh an environment
ismixing,children of different ages in the same

group. Ttosome dig*, what is called mixed-age
arcross-aqe care may,happen already in your center.
First thing in the morning ind late in the day - those
times when attendance is down - many centers mix the

-sages of children in one group. In those centers which

separate their drop-in care from their.full-time child
care programs, often children°of different ages are

dared for in one group in'the droprin program. At
present, most centers grouio children by age or skill

level for practical reasons,. Itapsears;thatmone-
thought-and stutt-ismeeded to design equiprent,

room arrangekents, materials, routines anl schedules
for use by children of different ages in,the same

group. So while.this book describes environments
for. preschoolers we do not want you to cmerlook
thinking about the benefits of mixed-age group care

for children.

'8

Below are some of rhe benefits of caring for ,

children of diffemnt ages.in the same group:

Theyounger children learn from the older. By

watching and imitating the oldeF children, the

young learn new games, activities.and ways to -

playt new Words.and ways to think; a9d new
behaviors for-gettin4 along with:other people.
The young child can see what lies ahead by

watching the odder children.

The older children learri-from the,yoUnger. When -

older children are around ytunger children they

learn patience: When older.childreft have an

oppOrtunity to be around younger children, they
can learn and practice some df the caring skills

they wil need later as parents. The older child

can under
watching

the.stages he'Sugone through by 6

Mize , se groups are good for children from small

qk single child or a child with jpst

one brother or sister nearly the same age can

learn a lot being in-a group of children of 4,

different ages. In this worlkwe must get along

with people of all ages. Being in a mixed-age

group-is good preparation for all of.dife.

I
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ITEDNR ABOUT YOUR (7M REACTICNS

What does an adult do in a roam of preschool children
in a child care center all day? It depends on the .

center, as well as upon the adult. We do know tgat
whatever a caregiver does in a child care center,
young children rely a great deal on adults for direc-'
tion, attention and approval. Children tend to rrodel
their behaviors after that of adults around them.'
If they hear kind words, children are more likely
to be kind. -If they hear harshioards, they may
copy,them, as well. In studies of child care centers,
caregivers have been found to behave in different A

ways with young children. Some qualities promote 1

healthy development more than- others'.

, A

oci/

Most caregiver behavior'includes some of the
following qualities:

Encouraging The caregiver helps children express
their own ideas and adds to their own selection #

of activities. You also increase the children's
knowledge of social and physical skills, respon-'
sibility, and understanding of the world.

Guiding The caregiver helps children understand
their world and different ways of doing and see-'
ing things.

/40
Restricting The caregiver makes it clear to
children, without shaming, them, that there are
rules or limits which mudh be respected.

Neutral The caregiver tries to give information
or express an opinion, but does not try to
influence the child.

Which kinde of behavior do you find yourself
psing most? If you find that you.spend most of.
your time correcting or restricting children, you
may want to find some new ways to use the environ-
ment so that you can encourage and guide more
often.
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CHECK THE WAYS YCU SUPPORT DIFFEREMES

Use the checklist below to heZp you eook at haw you plan and
arrahge the environment to support and encourage diffirences.

nom Pr each child'.

You can tell if you are supporting and encouraging differences if you
can think of a child for you've planned

activities to fi a special interest in music, movement, block
building or the like:

an activity or'way to help a child iWho has a particular need to
learn a new skill or delielotr-museles through play.

activities related to a special everit or the mood of the day, such
as a grasshopper found in the play yard or a sudden rainstorm:

Respect each chiZd.

You can tell if you respect each child if you:

like each child for wh.at he or she is instead of what he or she can
ao.

expect each child to progress fram one stage to the next instead of
comparing one child to another.

overlook.those things which you may not like," such as children who
wane or who have dIrty hands and-faces.

plan the center environment*to include things like mirrors and
birthday calendars

Encaur4e :differences.

know about each child's family - brothers and sisters, single par-
int, grandParents.

know which children have another culture, have lived in other coun-
tries; or speak another lan§uage.

include books and pictures and plan activities to reflect i\variety
of cultures and life-styles.

know which holidays are important to each child 'and how they are

celebrated at home.

-73-
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tiVERSTAND YOUR PRESPEOLERS

With children of three, four and five years of age
in one room, yoU will find a wide range of sizes,
skills and abilities. All children grow through the
same stages, but no one-child ever grows exactly
like aridther. A three year old may be able to work''
i puzzle or talk as well as any four or five year
old. Areal advantage of having children of these
different ages together is that they can learn a-
great deal from each other.

It may heZp to plan activities for these chil-
dren if you knouNa little about them:

Preschool children are trying to move from depen-
dent to independent behavior. They become inde-
pendent as they learn to cut, paste, zip, button
and tie. While choosing colors for painting,
wood for building, games for playing or blockS
for stacking they learn to solve thej.r awn pro-
blems and make their own decisions.

Preschool children use their senses to learn.
They must have things to see, touch or do. They
should be free to move about azt choose those
things they like to do which allow them to use
their senses and move their bodies.

Preschool children need to talk and Zisten. New
experiences give the children scmething to talk
about, as well as new words. Plan for lots of
different things to do. Answer their questions
with real information even if you have to find the
answer in a book yourself.

Preschool children need to repeat to Zearn. For
this reason, it is wise to let children do an
activity as often as they choose. Plan to repeat
the same thing in different ways. For practice
with buttoning you might have doll clothes with
buttons. The children can help each other button
their coats. They cansbutthn eyes, a nose and

4

mouth onto a felt pumpkin. Finally, they will
button their own clothes.

N_

Preschool,children do not think like adults.
Pretend plartEl-pq them learn about their feelings
and ideas.../Theyt oUt events in their own
lives as well as imagine what it might be like
to drive a car, fly a jet or rock a baby. ,
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KNOW MAT SKILLS TO EXPECT FR14 A pRCHOOLER

Below are some of the different skills you can expect to see in pre-
schoolers. Remember: EACH CHILD GROWS AT HIS OR HER OWN AATE. 'The
items listed are averages or norms, not rules fbr each stage ofdevel-
iPpment. We list the skills you may expect to see in your youngest andc
Cldeet children. This will give you some idea of the wide range of
skills to expect in any group of three, fbur and five year olds.

,2
At 3 years the preschooler: At 5 years the presalooler:

ACTIVE PLAY

may be awkward in running, turning
corners, etc.
throws and catches with same diffi-
culty
rides tricycle 11

gallops
walks on a line
hops in one place

runs, walks, turns
corners with ease
throws and catches with
ease
is learning to ride
two-wheeled bike
skips
Walks on a balance beam
can hop 2-3 yards

FINGER AND HAND SKILLS

has moderate interest in drawing

wt. may scribble, then names pictures

mostly scribbles

uses either hand

uses clay to roll balls, snakes,
cookies

. usually will need a nap

SELF HELP SKILLS

dresses and undresses self, may
confuse front and back
can button, snap and zip

may have occasional potty accidents

/7.4s last nave

411,

)
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will draw and oolor end-
lessly
plans, then draws simple
picum-e
is learning to print
name and some numbers
shows strong preference
for right or left hand
makes and names objects
with clay '

is outgrowing need for a

nap
dresses independently,
for the most part
is learning to tie shoe-
laces
very independent toilet-.
ing, including wiping
may know telephone number
and address

7 '



At 3 years the preschooler: At 5 years the preschooler:

SOCIAL AND PEAY SKILLS

-is just learning to share

likes to paay Beside as much as
with other children

is beginning to use make-believe
in pday
combines toys like baocks and cars

helps put toys away

pays little attention to sex and
sex differences

likes to play in groups

is learning to make
friends
likes dressing up and
-pretemd-plw--
plans camplicated block
structures
able to put own toys
away
is gaining awareness of
his or her sex and sex
differences

LANGUAGE AND THINKING

average vocabulary of 1,000 words

likes short, easily-campleted
activities
can name one color, usually red

knows phrases to songs

listens to short, simple storiei
little sense of time

-79-

average vocabulary of 2,200
words
can continue project for
more than one day
can name four or more
colors
can sing several verses
to song
can retell stories
understands "yesterday"
and "tomorrow"
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KEEP TRPCK OF PRTSCHOOLERS' DEVELOPMENT

Children grow at different rates. Because a child
cannot do just one thing that is normal for a parti-
cular age is no cause for alarm. A child just may
need more time and practice to develop a skill.
There is same danger in expecting childrerrto match
deyelopmental charts exactly. On the other hand, it is
hapful to have a generll idea what most children can
do and how they bebave at a certain age. This way
you can detect Poesible problems. The sooner same
difficulties are discovered the mere easily they
are remedied. Inform your director if you observe
a child with several unusual behaviors or who cannot
perform a number of the.usual skills.

One of the items below by itself may not indicate
a problem. Two or more of these occurring often
may indicate a chiLi is in need of ereciat hel;
if he:

Has difficulty hearing does not turn head or
move towards loud or unusual sounds; does not
come when called by name to snack CT favorite
activity; pulls on ear;

Has repetitious movements rocks body, claps
hands or taps toys or own body for long period
of time;

le physicalay inactive does not actively walk,
run, jump, crawl and explore;

Seems uncomfortable or unhappy often cries
often or seems uncanfortable or unhappy more
often than comfortable or happy;

Has trouble seeing tilts bead or bolds head
forward; holds toys close to eyes; squints, or
rubs eyes often;

-Has unusual skin unusual skin calor, sores or
skin irritations, puffy.or red-rimmed eyes;

Seldom tries to talk is three or clder and uses
little or no speech or does not pla pretend
games;

Has adjustment problems is unable to play for
very long without crying, hitting, biting or
yelling.
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TM' THIS .4N

How would you explain to an interested five year old how to tie a 8h9e?
Take a few minutes andjot down the actual woyda you would use to explain
tying a shoe.

Step 3.

Step 2

-Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

. r

:earning to think through and pZ,In the steps -fnvo:ved -:n\doing

something heZps teach skills to children with handicapping ,f

conditions.
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BREAK SICELIS AND INFORATION INDO SMALL RAMS

When you want to teach children a new skili or infor-
cation, it helps if you can simplify what you present.
It is easier for children to learn just one thing at a
time. This 'method of bteaking Skills and information
into small parts is especially good to use with young
children or those. with one oi more problems learning.
The way to-break ttask into small parts is to perform
the task yourself or watch someone'else. Then look
for each different step. You may have to repeat the
process several times before you can decide exactly
upon each step. When you teadh a ikili begin with
the easiest step first and work backwards until the
skill is learned. To teach how to tie a Shoelace,
the easiest and first step is to.show how to untie
a bow. The next.step is unlacing and lacing. 'Once
these Skills are taugbt, you are ready to begin to
show how to begin tying a bow. The way to break
information into small parts is to separate all the
parts or steps so that you show or teach only one
thing at a time.

Here are some examples to show you how to break'
skills and information into small parts:.

The lit* needed to tie a shoelace include:

untying the bow
unlacing and lacing
finding and holding each lace
crossing the laces
pulling a lace through to make a half-knot
forming a bow
making a loop
pulling the bow through the loop
pulling the bow tight

With a set of six pietures you can show and talk
about the life cycle of q bird:

-

adults building a nest
adults laying eggs
adults sitting on eggs
adults feeding babies
adults teaching babies to fly
babies flying away to become adults
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PIM rucciarz GAMIM AND ACTIVITIES

You will went to present a wide variety ct games and
activities to the children in your room. You can
Iearn how to choose those which will be mcwisuccess-
ful and fun for'your children. When you present
activities, allow for choice. Not all children will
be interested in what you present at exactly that
moment. When that happens you can say, "Damen, you
may play with the blocks or work with the puzzles
now." Eesides having lots ceactivities in the roam,
yeki will find it helpful to know a variety of games

,to play with one child or a group. Then you can play
games while waiting for others to be finidhed.
Besides being fun, games help children learn new
words and concepts, how to follow directions and how
to take turns.

\

When you choose games and activities for pre-.
school chi;dren, Zook fbr those which:

Allow for several different kinds of partici-
pation. Some can paint with a brush, others with
a string.

Allow for different levels of.skill. Some may
cut paper shapes and paste them. Some simply
.may paste shapes which you've cut in advance.

Allow for different lengths of time. Some May
spend just a few minutes stacking blocks while
others play much longer.

Allow for growth and learning-. Children like a

little challenge. Plan activities that involve
cne new step, idea or skill.

Povide for enjoyment and success. Children feel
dgfeaied by activities which are too difficult.
Children get no satisfaction from those that are
too easy.

Mae it easy to come and go. In centers which'
provide drop-in care activities that are easy
to enter and leave at,any time are the best.
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revELop MIR SENSES FIRST

Children use-their senses to learn. They base their
understanding of the world on the experiences they
have and the information they take in through their
senses. They learn what hard means when they fall
on cement. They learn the meaning of small by see-
ing, handling and talking about small bloCks, beads
or balls. All future learning is based on how well
children learn to use their senses for gathering
information. The best activities and,experiences
for preschool children involve real things, objects
and pictures - things children can see, touch,_smell,
taite and hear.

""

Here are some ways to heZp children develop their
genses:

Sight Point out and teach children the names
of colors. Use matching and sorting games to
help children learn to use their eyes to look
for small details and information.

Tbuch 'Use a variety of rough and smooth fabrics
to make matching games or texture books. Play
a feeling game. 'Have children reach in a bag
and'name the objects they touch. Talk about
textures as'they occur in the environment: "The
rabbit's fur is soft. The slide is slick."

5Mell, Children have a sensitive sense of smell.
Help them label odors. Talk about how food at,
snack or medltime smells. During a cooking activ-
ity have thermsmell the vanilla or the cinnamon.-

Taste Whenever the children have something to
eat, ydu can-talk about how things taste. Most
children like to play tasting games. They close
their eyes and taste a raisin or cracker arid tell
you which is sweet or which is salty.

Hgaring, Play listening games. Have the children
close their eyes and tell you if you are ringing
a bell, tearing paper or pouring water. Add other
sounds they know. Have the children'be verlir quiet,
close their eyes and listen. Ask, "Can you hear
.any sounds in the room? Your mrkbreathing?
He,real quiet. What sounds fram outside can you
hear?" Let the children listen to their own
and others' heartbeats with a stethoscope.



REPEAT THINGS IN THE SAME AND DIFFERMCWAYS

A

Children leirn thrcugh their exOeriences.. Usually,
they, need more din one experience with something to
learn about it. ,ftis is why they are so fond of
repeating things. They 4so like the same thing
repeated in differentiogys. Caregivers can help pre-
schoolers learn withmtboringthem.. The trick is to
presept the sOme thing in a Variety of ways. You can
teach the names of colors in many differentImiys.-
Just remember that children can matdh colors, before
they can name them.. So beginyithreatching colors
in clothing with words like, !I see you have a red
shirt. Who else is wearing redi" Children can play
matching games with colored beads, blocks or buttons.
Match and name colors while usipg crayons, paint or
colored paper. 'Sing color songs,while the children
hold up,the matching color cards. Play movement
games. The children jump from one colored square
to another on Ile floor. Use water and a few drops
of food coloring to show colors and color mixing.

Here is another example of how to repeat the same
thing in different ways while teaching names for
parts of.the body:

Use hands and feet for art. Have the children
trace aroumitheirhands and feet. Have them

_tWoo off their shoes and make footprints with
Pint. Make thumbprint pictures.

Use songs and movement. Use songs that involve
touching different parts of the body like, "my
head, my shoulders, my knees, my toes."

Rave fun with finger plays. A finger play like
°Where is thumbkin?" helps children use and name
their fingers. Also, tell them words like
index finger and pinkie.

Play games. With a game like "Simon Says,"-
begin with easywords like nose, moyth or head.
Later give the children new words like waist,
spine, thigh mit ankle.

Use books and models. Childrenuto can name
lots of body parts are ready to learn how things
like the heart and lungs work. Chiliren like
books with simple pictures and models.

8i



TRY TRTs

a

MNY USES CAN YOU FIND FOR CUE-21M2/

FOr instance, hcw many
with a pencil.?

tan you think to clo

Did you think of any of.these?

to stir orange juice

a bridge for ants

a prop to hold a windea open

to write a grocery list

to break when angry

One part'of creative.thinking i.s to be ,able to

see usual things in unusual ways. 'It help& to.do

this if, you do not judge yourself or sav, "But
that's silly or that-won't work." Fractice this

skiZI as you read through the next section which

will help you learn to plan creatively'for your
children.

-86- 82
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ENCOURAGE CREATIVE TEgNICENG

A
'.To be able to look for and:accept more than cnesolu-
ticn or answer to a.question is part-cl creative-
thinking. Caregivers can-practice and use this skill

, with pretohoolers. Scmeluestions have only one
'answer,: To answer, "Mat coloeis.this ball?" the -
child says, "The-bell is red." Or to answer,'"What
-do we call this animal?" the child Says, "That is a
chicken." A child recalls Inforation, a label, name
or past eyeneto answer. These questions have their
place We ali needtoiknow certain facts. Questions
that can have more than one answer encourage crea-
tive thinking. Caregivers need to-ask more questions
-like, Ithat,are-sare thingS we can do,with(-a ball?"
or-"What other.animals have twp legsf" Caregivers
can encourage creative thinking by the questions they

ask. Achild who learns to enjoy finding morethan
cne answer to a question,will have this skill.for
life:

\.

Practice asking questions that-can be answered
inmore than one w4:

, Ask quettions that encourage imagination. ,Ghil-
, :"dren can benefit from thd,experience of telling

a .Storywinile you write it.dcwn. Instead of .

suggesting' icieAR fora story, ask quetions that
will leadthe child:to thinkpof'original'answers.

(___/ Begin withirike: "Tell me a story:". If the
child needs lp getting started ask, "What's your
story going to be about?", To help the,child alctol
say, ."Thert What happened? what.did they

do? Do you want to tell me anything else?"

SoZve problems more Okin one way. Whenever
Postible, ask the children to help soli:7.e problems. -4(

,41
Alwayd give-them enough time to think of their
answers. 11/4-dblems thaifhave :rare than-One solu-

.

ticn might include: '"It iSraiming,putside, what -

oan we do today? How do we Show our:rabbit tt,
we lave him?"

ITni more than.Cne uffe for th:ings. . Children often,
find mire than one use for a thing asz.natural
part of their play: A block may be,an iton or

a cymbal. Caregivers cen help children by eribour-

, _aging many clifferent uses,Of things that are harm.

less. Adults: -reward new ideasvith words of
'praise; Ueat box Takesa good bed for-your-
doll."

o

,
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HELP CHILDREN DEVEIAP THEIR MEMORIES

As a preschool caregiver, you will want to help the
childreadevelcp their memory skills. Memory is the,
ability to recall something out of sight or fram the
past. A good memory is an aid to thinking. You will
want to include routines and oceversations to help the
children recall past events. Whenever possibletalk
about past events with the children. At the end Of
the morning or end of the day, ask the children to
tell you.about their day. Ask, "Can you remember
what you did today?" At first accept one answer.
Other children.will be able to help. One may say,
"I saw Kevin playing with the blocks." With time
and experience the children will be able to recall
more and rrQre. Besides talking about past events,
repeat the finger plays, songs and-stories often.
This way chdren can remember some or all of them.

6:114;413

Here are some memory games you can p:ay with
the chiZdren.

Concenrration The.children turn'al the cards
down and take turns in,turning over 4asto cards to
see if they match. Use.pari of i'regular deck of
cards to make this game. Kemove the face cards
and two suits fram a deck of playing cards. Or .

use cards fram Snap or Animal Rummie to make this
game.

.

Which'One Is Missing? Take six or eight objects.
While- the children close their eyes,,remove one '

Object. As you do this, use a small cloth to pre-
vent peeking. Lift the. cloth and, say, "One, two
three. Look anesee. What's missing?" The
objects:might include geometric.shapes, colors,
fruits, vegetables or toy animals.

Mbving-On A child says, "I'm moving on and in
my suitcase I'm taking my toothbrush with "

Eadh child in turn adds what he or ihe .is taking
and then repeats what has been_said before. Play
this game with older fours and fives.

Can You? To play this game give one simple direc-
tion and then add more to match the age and .

experience of each dhild. Use as many directions
as a child can remember at,one time. With a
three year old you might say, "Clap your hands."
With a five, "Clap your hands, hop on one foot,
S'Pin around and then sit down."

t -88- 8,,,j



SIM FM TEEMS ARE ALIKE OR DIFFERENT

ge preschool roam should have lcts ofgamii and ways
for the children to ccupare and classify or groUp
cbjects. Children need to see hvg things.are alike
-cc different as they grCnp things bomther. Children
will need)this skill later to see tMe different forms
of letters, numbers andloords. As children match
'objects or drawings; they are learning to look for*
,informaticn. They learn how to focus cn important
details. There are different Ways to classify.
Children can group objects by color or shape. They
can group things by use. Such a groub is things uSed
ih the kitcAen, like a broam, idxing bowls, refrigera-
tor and pans. Another way ta classify is by member-
ship in a group.NA screwdriver, a hammer and a saw
belong to the group known as tools.

I.

4

Some of the ways you can help preschool children
,see how,things are alike or different include:

Grouping or-D4a444fying games Use buttons,
blocks, nuts, shells or other natural

objcts for sorting by color, shape or size.

Which one doesn't belong?' This game involves ".

7 showing four objects' or pictures, one of which
is different. The children have fun picking
the ione that doesn't belong. For example, a
truck doesn't belong with a dog, a cat and a
bird.

Sort toys.as you put things away. Having a place
for everything helps feach matching,'eortipg and
clarifying. fou can encourage this by saying,
"Put thered paper here and the blue paper
there."

j Compare objects by size. Say, "Puethe big
blocks on this shelf, the small ones here."
Add new words as you can like wide, narraw,
'thin and thick.

Arrsnge objects in order. Nesting blocks, stack-
ing rings and stories like "The Three Billie
Goats Gruff" and "The Three Bears" show this.
Show order and help explain words' like small,
smaller, smallest.

-89- '2.--



latr MISERS BE A PAW OF TIE DaliY

'Preschool chAldren see and heSr numbers at home, on
television'and in the child care center. They like
numbers and want to knawinare,about them. You can
take advantage of this natural curiosity by includ-
ing numbers as a regular-part of the routine. You
can count out loud for any number of,reasons. You
can count children, chairs, crackersitoys or books.
You can.use simple number songs and finger playt
Keep books about numbers 1,11 the room. A child who
can count meinot really undes4and the meaning of
muMbers. Whenever possible, lei the children count
objects they can see and touch. They'can touch and
count beads, buttons, napkins, blocks or cutouts for
the flannel board. Tb count things or to learn
other concepts or ideas that use numbers, children
must understand the one-to-one relationship.
One-to-one means on6 cookie for each child or one
crayon on each paper.

Here-are some ways to make numbers a natural

par:: of the room:

Words and music Teach number songs or fimer
plays like "One two, buCkle my shoe," "this Old
Man," and"PFive Fingers." make up your own num-
ber songs or-chants.

Games Count while the children jump pope.
. I Bounce a ball or beat a drum. Then ask the chil-

,dren to clap the same number. Ask a child to

hop three times.

One-to-one Ask a child tdput one book on each
cot for rest/time', one napkin by each chair for
snack.or orie note to take home in each cubby.
Pegtcards.which call for putting'one peg in each
hole.help children underdtand one-to-one.

-90-
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HAVE FUN WITH =MRS

As you saw, children learn counting and the one-to-one
relationship in a natural way. Preschoolers also can
enjoy learning about money, telling time, finding
shapes and measuring things. Remember,'the children
will have different levels of skills. Cne child may
know her age. Coe may be familiar with the numbers
on the clock, and one may understand that a dime is
the same as ten pennies. Some will need more help
than others ip recognizing and naming circles,
squares and triangles. If you are'alert to these
differences, you can help each child continue to add
new information to wtat is already known.

.1*

Here are some ways to include math ideas as a
regular partAf your routine:

Money Put play money in the pretend corner:*
Use real coins.to make matOing games. Talk

about the price of things. Help a childlook
at a dollar bill or a coin very closely. Ask,

"What do you see?"

Time Aave a clock with hands ou and the children

can move. Talk about the numbers, the long and
short hands and hours and minutes. Ask, "What

number does the long hand point to?"

Geometric shapes Provide paper.circles, squares,
rectangles and triangles to paste at art time.
Put large cvtouts of shapes on the floor and have
one child at a-time hop from a square to a circle

to a triarigle, Play a game, asking the children
to look for shapes in the roam. Point to a

,square window. Say, "I see a square. Who else,

can see a square?"

Measurement Put a tape measure on the wall and
have bathroom scales in the roam. Make a wall

chart to record the children's height and weight.
Talk about-the numbers as you record them. If

you have inside and outside thermometers, you

can talk about the temperature.

The calendar- With a large calendar, a child'can

put a number for the date each^day.. Marking

birthdays on the calendar Will draw attention td
the numbers.- Talk about the days of the week and

the months of the year.

7



Tlef NEW WCIIDS PINEW IEMS
/

Your roam should have lots of pictures, books and
-----visitors. With each new experience, children learn

and use new words. tbey want to learn about every-
thing from animals, mechines, insects.and dinosaurs
to how things Work andlOhere they come from. Use
pictures, objects and the real thing to teadh new
words and information. 1111* child who notices a

goldfish breathing is ready to learnwhat gills are.
and how they work. Have fun With words, too. Chil-
dienlove rhymes. Reid than rhymes. Get them to.
find words that rhyme. Once you share in the joy and
fun that childrign have with words you will make a
habit of using tongue twisters, jokes, rhymes and
funny words with the children. The if-then pattern
is a new idea preschoolers can learn. They must hear

. lots of these to learn this. "If you pour too fast,
then youwill spill" or "If you slam the door,
then it will make a loud noise." With time chil-
dren come to see that what happens now can affect
what happens later. You will know they understand
this when they come to you and say "If we clean the
room, then can we have snack:1>"

*Is

Find opposites. Always use objects or pictlires,
real things the childrecan touch or see.. Have
fun. Say, "Kevin, walk slow. Satya, walk fast."

hard - soft .

light - dark
'hot - cold
fast - slow

Play with rhymes. Say a word and have the Chil-
dren give you other words that rhyme:

Man - Jan, tan, ban

Begin a poem and let the children add a line:

"He's real scary." - "He's so hairy.".
"That dog is hot." - "His name is spot."

Use if-then. Play a short game to fill in amin-
ute now and then. The caregiver provides the if
and the children add the then. Have a good time
with unlikely If's.

"If you are sleepy....""then you should
sleep. ' -

"If an elf comes into this room...." -

-92-
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MEM YOUR PIANNAIG FOR ME THREE To FIVES

ACTIVE PLAY

As we have said, preschoolw. like to do a lot of different
things each day to use their grouing bodies andminds. In
any group of children, there will be a wide range of skills
and abilities. So the best child care programs include a
wide variety of experiences atdifferent levels ofafficul-
ty. If you can check four of the five items in each section,
your program probably respects the differences that will be
found in any .group of three, Pur and five year olds.

Active play is available indoors.

Active play is planned for a range of sElls, like walking a line-on
the floor to using the balance beam; climbing stairs, a ladder or
rope ladder;-throwing, catching and bouncing different-sized balls.

Games and activities are used to teach and practice skipping.

Obstacle courses are set up, "follow,- e7leader" and other games are
played to help children control and inpx,ve their movements.

Caregii/era suggest and lead activities to encourage skills'which
children may not be doing on their 4701 like jumping rope or running
with kites on short strings.

FINGER AND-HAND SKILLS

Children are allowed to use either hand as they choose.

There are ways fousing hands and fingers: pasting, scissors,
clay, play dough, puzzles, toys with small pieces, finger painting,
egg beaters, siftbr, doll clothes, wcodworking tools; sandpaper,
ways to practice buttoning and zipping.

-

ivers use finger plays like "Eensie Weensie Spider."

TOys with small pieces are at different-levelsof difficulty, like
puzzles with four pieces, some with more.

-

Plans.allow for difference: some children can scrIble, some &an
practice writing their names and numbers; some carut with one-
snip, some can cut angles and curlies; some can lace cards, some can

4
sew.

-Turn pagelblease
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SOCIAi AND PLAY SKILLS.

Activities are used tq encourage children to play together like a
pretend corner, blocks, climbing toys and sandbox.

There is both time and space for pretend play without caregivers
interfering.

Routines are used to help childien learn first to share in putting
toys away and later to put toys away independently.

Caregivers have matter-of-fact methods for dealing with children who
show interest in sex and sex differences.

Caregivers know ways to help-children learn skills of,sharing,
taking turns and making friends.

L4NGVAGE AND THINKING

Caregivers plan a6tivities for helping children develop their five
senses.

Caregivers use every activity to help children learn.language.

Plans inclade ways to help children learn-labels, colors, numbers,
parts of the body, matching, sorting and grouping and simple
"if-then" patterns.

- Caregivers know questions that can be answered in more than one way
and hoW to ask them.

-Activities allow some children to finish quickly, whi,le others can
add more detail and take longer to finish.

-94-
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HELP CHILDREN EXPRESS IBEMSEMES

The activities and materials in the roam can give the
children ways,to express their feelings. That happens

best if you Understand that it is the doingmore than
the final outcome that interests children. Watch three

and four year olds finger paint. They get into it,

watching the paint change as they"move their arms and
fingers up, down and around. They may have no goal.
Their main joy is often the activity, not the final

result. Knowing this, you will want to teach how to
do swathing instead of what. -You will suggest things,

such as imagining haw an elephantwcuad walk. You

, will avoid giving hints or saying things like, "Waik
this way like en elephant".or "'Paint the grass green."
Try to_plan activities that will allow the children

to St11,414hat and how they feel.

Here-are some ways to heZp preschoolers express

their idead:and feelings freely:

With music Let thanmake up their own songs and

dances. This happens best when there is no

audience.

With art Teach the skills to cut, paint, paste,
and color.jihile the children use these matei-

rials, occasionally play loud, scary music or

.soft, pleasant music.

With storytelling Tell stories in which the

characters get mad - really mad. Encourage the

children to make up their own stories. A child

may tgil you a story about her drawing. Listen

and write it dawn.

with puppets Tell children, "Sam, the puppet,

is afraid of the dark." Let them make up their

'own words and actions to tell how Sam feels.

With toys and props Provide miniature toys,

people, animals,.furniture and buildings for

pretend play. Keep a box of all different kinds

of dress-up clothes handy.

.1
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TEACH ROW TO INSTEAD OF WAT TO INAPT

The art materials and lxyd you present them are an
important part of the preschool environment. You
will want to provide the space, time and materials
for all kinds ct art activities. Some children will
need to be shown how to cut, haw to paste, or how topaint. And this is a good way to look at your
approach to the art activities. It is your job to
teadh how rather than what to do. Children like to
do a variety of art activities - paint, color, paste,
scribble and draw. They like to make collages,
arranging and gluing small objects. They like to
model clay and build things with wire, pipe cleaners
or smallscraps of wood. When you plan activities
expect different outcomes from different.children.
Some children even may choose not to participate
in a particular activAy.

Creative art materials might include:

Beautiful junk such as egg cartons, paper tel
rolls, blAtons, scraps of fabric, pasta, beads,
wire, seeds and shells.

Everyday household materials used in an unusual
way. Make prints with things from around the
hccse - a key, a cork, or a sponge. Use polored
salt fbr sprink4ng on paste.

Different ways to paint Put teMpera in a roll=on
deodorant jar. Paint with a feather. Do string
painting, use spatterpaint.

Differe4 kinds of paper rUse n&spaper, tissue,
gift wrap, construction .paper or paper bags.
Brcwn wrapping paperinakes an attractive backing
for seeds, sand, feathers and shells.

A piece of wood can be painted, dipped in paint .

and uSed to make print's, have things glued to it,
pounded on tzble to make "music,' and drawn on.

9
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GET ME MDST MX APS PCTIVITIES

There are many, many good ideas for art activities to
use with preschool children. There are lots of good
books with recipes for play dough, finger paint and
ideas for different activities to try. When you look

for activity books, choose those which show open-ended

projects. Avoid thoseWhich expect each child to copy
the same mcdel,-resulting in identical valentines,
bunnies or clay pots. Tty different activities and
meterials with the children to see which they like
best. Ube materials you like best. If you like to
model clay, the children will,share your enjoyment.'
Repeat their favorites from time to time. Activities

which involve more than one thing are the most fun.
When finger painting, for example, :nix the paint with-

out adding color. Then the children can decide which

colors to add. Color mixing and discovery become a

- part of it, too. Set out three primary.colors - red,

yellow and blue. Let the children choose two colors

to mix and see what happens. See the booklist on

page 118 for some suggested activity books.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Ringer Faint
* *

1 cup laundry starch 4 cups toilingwater

* 1 cup cold water 1/2 cup soap flakes *

* Mix starch and coldwater. Pour into boiling *

water and whip withawire whip. As it cools,

* whip in 1/2 cup scap flakes. Let the children *

shake on tempera paint for color.
*

*

* * * * * * * * *

PZay Dough
* *

, Mix: 3 cups slrater, 2-4 teaspoons food-coloring,
* 4 1/2 tablespoons oil, 1 drop of oil of cloves *

* Mix dry ingredients and stir into water mixture: *

6 cups floUr
.

1 1/2 cups salt *

3 tablespoons alumpower
*

*
Addrmord water if too stiff, more flour if too

* sticky'. Knead. Store in air-tight container in *

the refrigerator. The children can help make -

_this recipe. ,
2

* * 4 * * * *, ...j * * * * * * *
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PROVIDE TIIE FOR NI.ISIC IN GROUPS

Besides having a small music corner in the room, you

7 will want to plan a regular mutic time. MUsic time
with a group is best when it is short and simple.
You can use this time in different ways on different
days. Sing folk Songs-or songs you know from your
own childhood. Sing songs which have movement to go
with.the words, such as "The Uheels On Tpe Bus:" t

Threes will find it haretolooth sing and do hand
movements. You may want to sing while they do the
mcvements. Fours are a little better at this; By
five, children like to act Outsongs, like "The Old
Gray Cat Is Sleeping While The him Come Creeping."
Sing songs the children know. They will ask for
"Jingle Bells" in March. Sing,chants and calls. Use
picture charts for same songs. Leave the charts
where lie children can look at them on their cwn at
another time. Pictures will help them to remember
the wcrds and they will sing the songs by themselves.

(

a.*

OLD McDONALD HAD A FARM'

M` Dcraki had a FARM

°

CoNd
CHIC<GNS

DUCK
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MOVE Mini MISIC

/e#
M113144 tine with small children naturally will be a
time ior novenent. If a chill wants to dance; let
the children-set the beat Which you pick up on your
instrument, a tambourine or a drum. If a group is
moving, pick a beat to follow and-ask the rest if
they can move to that beat. 'Some may be able to and
same not. Use records with a clear beat for the
children to dance to. It is fun for the children to
use'soarves orstreareri while theydarce. Hells cn
elastic bands on theirwrists or ankles add to a
dance.. Take any song you knew and make up wyrds. If
you think you can't sing, chant thewards. The
children will join in with both words and movement.
Try "Ring Arouni The Rosie"- with "We All 'Imp Up" or
some other movarent to finish the verse. It is not
your singing ability,, but your joy, sense,of htztor
and interest that counts.

Here are some ways to get the children moving:

Have ficn on the floor. Sing songs about worms,
lizards and snakes while the children wiggle ani'
crawl. Sing songs about kittens and puppies while
the children creep.

Add a beat. Have the children walk to the beat
of your tambourine or drum. They can walk fast. ,
or slow and freeze when you stop. For variety
have thanwalk like a baby, a monster or an
anima.

Let the chiZdren makeup dances. Ask for a "run-
ning" dance, a "happy" dance or a %ad" dance and
then paay a reoandwithrfast, light-hemt.ed or
loud music to match.

Share a dance You know. If you like to'clance
or just move to the music, share the fun you have
'with the children. Keep it simple so the children
will feel free to join you. PresChool children
need simple steps and the freedomto makeAlp
their own dances, too. Holding a,child's hand
,helps the-child feel.the.beat.as You move to the

ic.
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kin WITH= mac

'It.may be'easy for you to get your preschool children
tbrun, jump, hop and skip. You may find it harder

to think. of and use other...movement experiences.

,These aciivities are.important. When children learn
to,colitt6r.their bodies, thsy learn to move with

,grape.and ease. Same caregivers find it hard to

teadh movement. '17his'may be the resultofvaxious

things. you did nptexperident with movement

as a child/you may not be canfortable with your

, own body.' Yoemay feersilly or self-conscious
because yourhdOe grown up thinking elat adults are,
not supposed to be.silly or have-fun. When this

happens you may find it hard to thirik of wayeE6 .

mcve with the children or suggest ways for the

dhildren to move. Tb prepare for using movement
with the children, begin with your own body.
,Find something - jogging,-xoga, belly dancing,

valking, swiMming or volleyballmi that.makes you

feel good. Look for books witifmovement activities.
Think pbout what makes you feel.good, allow your-
self to be silly, take off your shoes, and have

a good time moving with the children.-

j.

,

Have the childien explore space. Ask the chil-

dren to stretch to take up as mudh'space ai possi-

ble. Then they cap curl up and use a little

space. You can talk about elbow room, leg space

and a hand's length.

Play games that require control of movement.
Walking on a balance'beamAor straight line is

goodlor this. It is hard for young children ,

to nek/e in slow motion, bui it can be lots of fun.

Have them pretend to go to sleep. When they

wake up, they move ever so slowly as they brush

their teeth or act out other things.

&lee an obstacle course. Use chair's and tables,

tires or big circles an the floor. Have the chil-

dren carry a chair through this coursewithout
banging into anything, then set it dbwn without

making a noise.
4

Use props to encourage fun and movement. Have the

children blow feathers,ot'ballcons. Let the chil-

dren put bean bags on their heads as they walk

around the roam or on a balance beam.
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TIM so, Fiwer 'YOU ' RE GROWN-UP

HOW aROWN-UP ARE YCU?

Think about how you would feel doing the thihgs listed below

in public or with a group of people. PUt a 3 next to each

behavior that would make you feel very embarrassed or silly;

a,2 by things that would make you feel a little embarrassed"

or silly doing.; and a 1 by the things'that You would feel

not at all embarrassed or silly doing.

singing by yourself

making fanny fa:ces

dancing around the roan with a.scatfin your hand

telling silly jokes

acting out animal behaviors and sounds

making,funny sounds likea car, motorcycle or bc.t

swaying like a tree in the wind

stretching

running aq4 playing games like tag

laughing out loud

Making up imaginary stories

Add up your points:

If your total is mote than 27 points, you may be so grcwn-up that it's

hard for you to loosen up in the imaginative world that children see.

If your-score Was between 20 and 27, you feel a rittle less grown-up and

prObably have fun yourself with preschoolers. A score of.less than 19

points means you're very_young at heart and probably are open to experi-

mentation and creative play with preschoolers.

Sometimes grown-up ge4ns that.we lose touch with our feelings and the

unusual ways we used to see things. One of the exciting things about

being with young children is that it gives you a chance to rediscover

your imagination and enjoy having fun.

?

1
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,READ 400M Wfl `smALL GROUPS

There will be times when you want to use boOks with.
a group. Pick stories that give an honest view of
life and show sensitive feelings. Children usually
like'classics like Beatrix Potter's "Tale Of Peter
Rabbit." When you use books with children, practice
reading the stoiies ahead of time.' Be dramatic.
Enjoy the humor.: Show the pictures to help children
enjoy and understand the story. Watch the children.
Their behavior will tell you if they-kike the book or
not. From time to time, teZZ a book instead of read-
ihg it and showinq the pictures. Some children wil).
be ;surprised at first by this experience. tiosAtchil-
dren really like those speCial, times when their care-
giver tells a book. Cd a few occasions, use'puppets
or flannel boalds,to help tell a storY.

.\

Here are some general'guidelines for choosf,...ng'-

books:

0

For threes pi:k\impler,books. They like'stories
about real people, animals, cars, the family and
the neighborhood. Save the fantasy stories for
the older fours and fives. Threes, like all
children, en)oy stories with repetition, such as
"Not by the hair on my chiny, chin, chin" from
the-story of " Three Little Pigs." These
children like rhyrres and stories with humor based
on sounds. ,

Fours ftre more dramatic. They have more humor
than threes and really enjoy funny words. They
like a good story with action and detailed pic-
tures. They like stories that give'real informa-
tion about Ahimals, piants and people. Fours
like a story with a real plot suchas Grimm's
"Shoemaker And The Elves."

Fives can sit stiZZ longer. They also,like fan-
tasy and scary storles because they see:that they
will end happily. Poems are fun. Try some from
Robert Louis Stevenson's A ChiZd's Garden Of
Verses. _Fives also like-stories about going to

-school. They may want to act out their favorite
stoiies or make up and tell stories of their,Own.
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3X6 DI A QUIET CORNER

BoOks can beLused in nanyways. Children should be de

able'to find and loak at books on their own in the

-book area. The children will vary in age and experi-

ence withjbooks. Salle will need to be shown how to

hold a_book, turn the pages and learn that the little
black marks are words. Books which get daily use

must be sturdy. Use,cloth books, well-bound books or
inexpensive blocks. _Change the books in the reading'

area every fewwegts; Put some of the bcoa away
and display diffennt ones. Remember, the reading

' corner is a soft, .inviting place with rugs, pillows

and relaxing colors. Put a book or two-in other
parts ofthe roam: If you have seashells on a low
table, find a picture l000k about shells to put there,

. too.

..0

Things to look fbr when choosing books fbr the
preschool room:

Choose good pictures. Look for books with clear
photos or dramings with bright colors and plenty
.of action.

Simple objects are best. Try to find illustra-'
tions of simple things the children know about

.
like animals, vehicles, flawers, trees and faces.

Find the right size. Pick small or medium-sizeol

books that children can easily manage. Save the

large books for group story'time.

-Vse books to show things. Include books with

pictures that show shapes, colors, numbers and

the ABCis.

Look fol. large type. elect books with large

print.

Anler language helps. Include a few second

language books. An example is Richard Scarry's

Pimer Gran Libro Para Leer.

Tapes are fun. If you have a tape recorder, tape

same of the children's favorite books. Provide

earphones and let one or two listen to these
stories.in the reading Izorner.
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MOSE BOOKS WITH A DIFFERENT VIEW OF THIN3S

:Mere are same special concerns that you may.want to
think about when you choose books to use with pre-
schoolers. A child learns from parents, caregivers,
television And books. These sources of information
can present views which supportmpe rights of every-
one or favor a partitular group oipoint of view. We
can usebooks to show the children different ethnic
groups and-cultures. When children learn about other
life-stylei, differences became interesting.instead
of stran4e or unreal. Children can feel a sense of -
wcrth if they see their Skin color and life-styles
in books. So choose books with realistic photographs
or drawingg of as many different ethnic groups as
possible. Look for stories with girls as main
characters who are active and clever. Find books
that dhow faMilies without fathers, families with
grandparents and families with lots of brothers and

- sisters. Include books about fathers who help care
for children and Mothers who work--outside the hare.

4

A

e,

Books dnd picture collections that you make have ,

the advantage of truly reflecting the children
in your room:

hdke your own picture collections. Cut pictureN
from magazines, mount on cardboard, cover with
clear, self-sticking plastic and make your,aWn
pictures to use with the children.

Make your own books.. Photograph the children.
Put their pictures in albums. Write stories to ,

go with the pictures.,

Write_group stcries. 'Write stories of field
trips or other things the group does. Use large
sheetS of paper on the wall oi make a book of
it.

Borrow books from the library. An easy way to
add variety to the books in your room is to borrow
books from a library.

Write the children's stories. Write down stories
the children tell you. Make these into books.
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USE TELEVISICt4 isISELY

Watching television islpart of some child care pro-

grams. Many centers do not use television at all.
For one thing, young children learn best *en they

are'active move about and have a variety of experi-

ences using things and playing with others. A child

sitting in fralt of a W set is pas4ive not active.

Also, three and four year olds sometime; find it

hard to tell what is true to life and what is not.

Older children andladults know that it is just a

part of the story *hen one character hits another.

YoUng children think that hitting is acceptable
behavior in real life. It might Wen like a g6od

idea to turn on the TV late in the day when everyone

is tired. However, the programs airedet this time

are not always,the besi for preschoolers. Select

programs with care. The cartoons are often loud,

full of running 'and hitting and have little that

is thoughtful or poiitive. The reruns are'usually

shads which were made originally for adults. Tele-

vision belongs in a child care center only when it is

used carefully. Look for educational television
shows and same commercial shows made especially for

children.

If TV is a part of your program, here are some

guidelines:

View TV with chiZdren. If you turn on a TV pro-

gram, watch it with the children. This way you

can explain and comfort a child who may be scared

or upset by something on the screen. Watch for

strong'reactions and-talk about what's happening

.to that child right then.

Set time limits. Let the children know in
.a&anoe exactly what they can watch and for how

long. Sane recommend that preschoolers watch TV

..no more than one hour a day.
4

PLan follow-wp activities. Makelmatching IN more

meaningful. Sing sane of the same songs, play

games, or talk about what the children just SW

on a TV program.

F ind out mOre about it. Fbr information and
publications about TV and its effect on chi

,*write: Action For Children's Television, 46

Austin Street, Newtonville, Massachusetts 0 160.
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'MAKE FOCD TASTY PART Cr THE ENVERMENT

Preschool children still are forming their eating
habits and discovering which foods they like and
which they dislike. New food experiences and cook-
ing can be fun and an important part of their envi-
ronment. Children carry their eating habits and
feelings about food into their adult lives. iThree,,

four and five year olds who are open to trying new
foods and who eat the right amount of foodwill pro,
bably do so as adults. Food contains nutrients - the
building blocks needed for growth. What_children
eat also affects haw they learn and behave. So what
ohildren eat is important for them now and in the
future. Your job is to encourage, but not force,
the children to eat a variety of food..You can do
this at snadk time and mealtime or witivnew food
experiences and cooking activities. The child care
center cannot control the children's diets. How
their parents eat and what the children see on tele-
vision affect their food habits. FOod and the eat-
ing of it is a personal, sometimes emotional, matter:
Avoid saying anything to the children or parents
about how or what is eaten away from the center.
Your job is to provide nutritious, healthy food in
a happy environment. The c

'

hildren and their families
may follow the ex ouample y set.

isatu-A *mew"

4400,06614.0

Here are some ways to make food a part of Jhe
environment:

Use Zarge, clearcolorf4l pictures of fbods.
Have pictures and books with fruits, vegetables
and various foods in the roam. After the children
can identify and name foods, you can talk about
such things as vitamins and minerals.

M4ke matching games offoods. The children can
match toy fruits and vegetables with pictures.
They can sort and match pictures of foods.

Have p.m with fbod. Include new food experiences .
in center activities. Plan a Hawaiian Luau.
Have the children make decorations. Play Hawaiian .

music while you serve fresh pineapple tidbits.

. Be aware of children with allergies. The. common -

alIergy foods are those made with eggs, choco-
late, milk or wheat.

.10j,



SERVE HEALMEFUL, SNACKS

Snacks are an impartaritpeit of a child's total ,

daily food intake. Children need vitamins, mineral:3,

and other nutrienti to be healthy and happy. Sugar q

does very little to promote growth, health, learning
and good behavior, The best snacks are thbee without
sugar added like rot vegetdbles and fruit, whole grain.
crackers and cheese sticks. Natural fruit juices and

milk are good drinks. Whenemorpossible, let the
chileenbelp prepare the snack. They can stuff
celery with peanut butte or cream cheese and deco-
rate withraisins. Try to use 'foods frcm different

cultures. These can highlight the diffexeld:batk-'
grounds of the preschoolers while providing new food
experiences for some of the children in the center.
If you work in a military center diltside the United
States, use some of the lobal foods for snacks from
time to time. Always include the children in pri$-
paring and serving snacks and food. Even three year
olds can pour juice and set tables.

..

Here are some wholesome snack ideas:

Vegetables rmw large carrots, cucuMbers,
cauliflower, green beans, turnips or green

PeRmal

Ehcits and nuts fresh fruit tidbits or dried
fruit like apricots and raisins; bits of fresh

coconut; '

Grain crackers or toitillas with cheese or

peanut butter, granola;

Dairy and meat prodUcts hard cooked eggs,

cheese sticks, yogurt; slices cemeat.

Make vegetables a fUn treat. kike a car from

celery stuffed with peanut butter. Use carrot

slices for wheels. Add raisins for passengers.
Celery and.cheese sticks can be a boat with

oars.
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CCOK KM= HEAT

You will want to make cooking a regula'r part of_your
-routine. If you do not have the use of a kitchen or
small appliances, you can "cook" without heat: You
can shake cream in a jar to make butter, hand crank
ice cream, squeeze fresh orange juice or stuff dates
with cream cheese. To succeed, you must paan care-
fully how you will cook with your children. Make the
recipe by yourself bdkore you use it with the chil-
dren. As you follow the rec4pe, think through each
step as you do it. Watch for things you'd° without
_thinking. Plan each step as wuwould do it with the
children. Think of ways the aildren can take turns.
One can break an egg. One can add vanilla. Another
can add flour. Each can stir for ten counts. Decide,
according to the age and'experience of the children,
how much they can do. The first time three year olds
cook, their tasks will be simpler than if they were
four or five year olds Who have cooked several times
with you. Later, when you,actually cook with the
children, have supplies, ingredients and sponges for
clean-upready before you begin. Put the recipe 'on
a large wall chart with picture directions. This
gives the children something to look at and talk
about later. Remember, children ray bp more inter-
ested in cooking than eating. You nedd not prepare
large amounts of food. A small taste for everyone
will do.

,
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OXC WrIg S4ALL APPLIANCES

=You Can add to the experience of cooking with'chil-
dren by bringing small, electric appliances like a
fsy pan, a popcorh pottier, a portable oven, or a
blender into the room.,Plan for five or six children
to cook at a #me. This way, you can use kniVes and
hot appliances safely., You can make it clear how
many can help by having that exact number of aprons.
Have cooking often enough so that the children will
know that they will get a turn another-time. Plan
to cook while the other children are doing activities
which require little supervision, such as during the
children's free-Choice time when they are used to
playing on their own. Read the recipe aloud before
you begin even if the children can't read. You teach
about what a recipe is and hoW a gecipe is used and
indirectly teach reading. The health-and. working

rules should be clear. All cocks wash their hands,
wear'aprons and help clean-up/ These rules might be
posted near the cooking area. Mile you are cook-
ing talk about colors,,odors and feel of the food.
Talk about changes. Pudding changes from liquid to
solid. Cooking can be a very rewarding project with
young children, but it requires careful, advance

1
planning.

`of

Here are some ideas to get yoit started cooking
with the children using small appliances in the
room:

Poncakes Let the children put the batter in the
pan and turn them. Roll the pancakes and eat them
with fingers.

Stew Read the story "Stone Soup," by Marcia
Brown, and have each child'bring a vegeta-
ble from home to cut up and put into the

soup.

Bread Use whole grains to make
let each child shape a roll.

dough and

Tortillas Let the children mix, pat, cook and
eat with their fingers.

Scrambled eggs Breaking the eggs, mixing, cook-
ing and eating them is great fun.I

Popcorn Pop it; then eat it plain or mix with

grated cheese.

1



amac YCUR tREATIVITY AND SK141, Witt 1:s4impas

1".

Remen41.1 when-we teak about preschool environments that --

includes the peop;le there.What caregivers do and how they
do it is important. Caring for yiming children:ie. both fun

and-hard work. Experience. and skill make it more f4n-and
less work. Use this Last cheaklist to discover your own
strengths. Pick any item that you don't'check as a place to,.
begin improving your'skills as a careiiver.

I learn from)my owh elTeriences by keepihg a log or dailyrdiarit or
thinking' about'what happened in the roam or play yard each day,

. I repeat successes an4 look for,newlmmys of doirIg things wben

lems arise.

I write dawni6iplans.for the'day.

,

1

I arrive early enougyto.,641ect my th9ughts'and heeded-materials;

I knOW finger plays, songs, chants, xtymet, storieS and games so't
can help,the children wait of change tram one activity to another. .

I know both group and.individual activitieslphat most preschoolers%
can and like to do.

I am always looking for materials or new ideas'to useWith the'chil-.
dren in my pare. I use books, magazines, other caregivers and my
director as resources.

I share my poems, songs and stories that I make up with
.

the children

in a fun way.

I plan art projects that the children will7enjoy and don't'worry
about creating products to please parents.

,

I examine the children's-books to see what ''imessages" the pictures

contain al:but families, sex and cultural differences.

I-make picture collections and books to reflect,the children and
their experiences.

tf I turn on the Mr, I do so for a real reason and watch the'program
with the children.

.,

a
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ICEEP TRACK CEP GOCO zrs
It is interesting to play a new game, try a newCraft

.
-project, read amew story or sing a different song.

0. You will finds= groups of children like one kind
ofactivity more than another. The challenge is to
discover what_thingi you and a particular group of
children have the most fun doing'. Once you have

found and used an activity you and the children like,

it is a-good idea to keep track of that idea for

future use. There are differentways to collect new

ideas. Some caregivers jot notes on the back of nap-
kins, some make cards and file them in boxes, others
make their own notebooks. 'Ocegivers also find
picture collections helpful. Some caregivers make
and USG activity cards in their rooms.- These cards

1 list things to do in an'area. Far example, a card

in,the mubic area might suggest different listening
games to play with the children.

>-

------',

Your own private coZZection Ideas - even good

'ones - have a way of Slipping away. When you see

a good idea that you'd like to iemember, write'
it dawn and file it for latimp use. You may choose

to write your ideas on index cardsaakeep them
in a.recipe file Vox. CT 1011111y choose to keep

a notebook. A three-ring binder allows you.to

add pages and reorganize as you choose. It helps

to-file ideas by categories like movement, art,
active gamee-and pOems. The advantage of file

cards is'their donvenient size. You canjout a

card in'a packet. Then you can guickly glance
at thewords to a new song or finger play. -

Picture collections 7Youmaiwant to start your

own picture collection -Some caregivers save and

share good picturesmith others in their center.

Large, colorful, simple picturei of animals,

vehicles and people give you and the children"'

real things to talk About. Large pictures are

best stored flat. Acardbaard boxwith cardboard

sheets for section dividers serves this purpose.

Pictures which are mounted on cardboard and

covered with clear plastic self-sticking paper

can be used again and again.
.

Activity cards An envelope taped to the ;ball or :

a shelf near an 'activity area can hold activity

cards for that area. Each card can list the .

materials needed, haw to use thiags or what to .

talk about for the activity in that area that dav:

-115-
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.LEARN THE ART OF SCRIAINGING

yAs a caregiver you will 'find learning the art of scrounging a big help.
i'Crice you get the habit, you ways will be on the lookout for materials

that Can be used by the ci4ldren in your center. Some caregivers even
get a sense of satisf as they discover different or original uses
for other people's cast-of fs. For exaTple, junk mail, Old CatalOgs,
magazines and newspapers ard good,for cutting activities or art projects..
Learning to ask fbr materials is basic to the art of scrounging. When
others leari you work in a child care center, often they are glad to have
you hiul away their surplus materials or outdated supplies. Scrap lumr,
ber, fabric, packing crates or materiali, paint, wallpaper, carpeting
and plants are lust a few of the things you might uncover. PemeMbeg,(
local public libraries are good sources for books, films, records and
other materials: Be aware that there probably are sources for surplus
or donated materials on the installation where your center is located.
Discuss with your director these sources for free materials as outlined
in Installation Repources Available To ffilitary Child Care Centers,
which is a part of-the director's Administrative Guidebook. Below are
some other ideas to help you get started.

The GovernmehE'Printing Office'is a good source' of free and inexpensive
publications. Cxder.the following by name and number from MEW, Adhini-
btration for Children, Youth and Families, Mshington, DC 20 01:.

,BeautifUl Junk (N. CHD 7631036) Tdlls where to get free and
inexpensive craft matercals; incbldPc 42 project suggestions. The
list of sources includes.everything from soft-drink companies and
carpet shops to parents, and suggests some things to ask for from
each.

Fun In The Making (go. CCD-73-31)
making toys and games.

From Goverriment Printing Office No. 15,
Box 713,Pueblo, Colorado 81002:

Chrisimas Decorationa Ara& With Pldnt Materials 7 Inexpensive
. decorations for the Christmas season.

From National Wildlife Federation, 1416 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC
20036:

- A collection of ideas for

U.S. Government Piinting Office,

Recycle For The Birda, A ?Oa For The Backyard, and Invite Witaife
To Your Backyard - Nature blocks for ideas caregivers can use.

There are books which list sources oi free and inexpensive materials.
These books include the aadresses of companies and agencies which have
free or inexpensive materials you can use with the children in your room:

0



Monahan, Robert, Free And Inexpensive Materials For PlvschoiA And
C Early Childhood, 2nd. ed.. 4Delpont, California: Fearon Publishers,

Inc., 1977..

Moore, Norman F. (a.), Free And Inexpensive Learning Materials.
Nashville, Tennessee: Office of Educational Services, Peabody
College For Teachers, 1976.

(
You caninake many grimes ani learningaaCtivities fram recycled' materials
and household items. This book tells you how to begin:, .

Mayer, Colleen and Tolzin, Leah, Homemade DevelopmentalToys And
ActiDities 1978, available through Easter Seal Sodiety for Alaska
Crippled Children and Adults, 726 E Street, Anchorage, Alaska
99501.

One way to get shelves, furniture or play units to fit yaur specific
needs at a savings is to build yokar own. On same military instaJlations
yard may have access to carpentry services or volunteer labor. Pe-School
Equipment.and Children's Things are illustrated plan books with price
estimates and construction plans. These are available from:

Stone Mruntain Educational Projects, Inc., Noaring Brook Farm,
Conway, Massachusetts 01341

Another publication for do-it-yourselfers features things you can build:

Griego, Margaret and Hall, Wes, Build Your Own But Rave A Reason,
is available through Parent Child Center, Ann Heithan, Director,
Box 369, LaSalle, Colorado, 1978.t

The following book outlines a project involVing parents who planned and
built an outdoor play environment:

Dickerson, Mildred, (Project Director), Developing The Outdoor Learn-
ing Center, 1977/-Southern Association on Children Under Six,

. Box 5403 Brady Station, Little Rock, Arkansas 72205.

More self-help ideas for finding and lasing materials are in this big book
filled with photographs and plans:

Hogan, Paul, naygrounds For Free. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The
MIT Press, 1974.
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nue youR criti ,couzciacN CF BOOM AND REMMIS

Below are some recommemiebooks and records which will add to what you
have already learped Creating Eftironments For Preschoolers. In the
first lrst, each book is filled with suggestions'for child care programs
and activities. Each contains lots of information and ideas, and you
won't necessarily need or want every book in the lisi. You will\have to
decide which books best suit your needs. In the second list, each book
explores just one subject in detail. It was hard trying-to keep our
lists of books and records short. We could not list all the many good
books and records which are available. Caregivers and directors will
have to discover their own favorite.resources to help rrake their child
care program as creative as possible.

A STARTER BOOKSHELF

Creative Play For The Developing Child by Clare Cherry. Belmont,-Cali-
fornia: Fearon Publishers, Inc., 1976.

This is a very readable book with candid photographs and 4003. suggestions
to try in your own center. This book makes clear haw children learn
through play. It tells how to-oteate an environment which will teach
the children through their own interests, as they choose their play.

Helping Children Graw: The Adults Role by Bruce D. Grossman and Carol
R. Reyes. Wayne, New Jersey: AVery Publishing Grcup, Inc., 1978.

-This book is designed to help volunteers, assistants and students work
in child care settings. Nevertheless, it has some good information useful
to all caregivers. The format makes this book easTto use. Each topic
discussed, such as blocks or science, always includes two helpful sec-
tion - Some Basic Hints and Developmental Reminders. The subjects espe-
cially helpful to caregivers in a military setting include discussions
of drop-in care; working with children from different racial, ethnic and
cultural backgrounds; working with bilingual children; and working w*th 4

economically disadvantaged children.

Helping Young Children Learn, 2nd ed., by EVelyn GoØenough Pitcher, et
al. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill PUblishing Company, 1974.

Besides suggestions for lots of activities, this book gives reasons why
and'how to present certain things. The section on books is very completa
and discusses these special concerns: ethnic awareness, sex-role typing,
the single-parent home and death. It has a very complete list of books
for preschool children classified by subject and age.-

An Activities Handbook For Teachers Of Young Children, 2nd ed., by
Doreen Croft and Robert D. Hess. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1975.

This book has good teaching tips. The chaOters are language, science,
art, pre-math and cooking. The art section has many.recipes and good
ideas for preschool children. It,contains lists of books to help yoU
select books to use with the children. ,Some of the special concerns

, -118-
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inc1u6e multi-ethnic loO9ks ax d. books for children about death, moving
and other childhood experiences.

Resources For Creative Teaching,In Early Childhood Education by Bonnie
Mack Flemping, et al. New York: Harcourt Brace JOvanovich, Inc., 1977.

This is a big, thick book. ALtescuxoe that dixectois nay want in their
library. It has a good seCtion on multi-ethnic awaxeness and includes
authentic activities to.reinforce this. Activities are suggested fom"
"therm with lots of music,,rhymes and finger games included.

Child's Ptay: An Activities And Materials Handbook by Barbara R.
Trencher. Atlanta, Georgia: &mania' Limited, 1976.

This book has a good section-on planning environments and using space.
It includes sound tips for using materials and planning for preschool
children. It includes developmental guidelines for children two td
Isix, listing typical motor, social and intellectual development for these

,---ages.

I Am! I ban! The Daycare Handbook by Grace L. Mitchell and Harriet
Chmela. Stanford, Connecticut: Greylock Publishers, 1977.

Tte,authors emphasize:that the child who accepts and feels good about
-herself is ready to learn and try new things, The book suggests atti-
tudes and activities that caregivers can use with.preschool children.
Sbbjects range from health and safety tips to daily routines,'recipes,
music, field tripst craftb, movement, games and growing things. The

-storytelling, poetry and music tips are outstanding. This book also
includes useful infornationfor directors about staffing and operating
a child caredenter.'

Serving Preschool Children by Donald J. Cohen (Ed.) in collaboration
witivAda S.-Brandegee. Washingtal, EC, OHM Publication/4o. (CEM) 74-1057.

. ,This book =tains basic information about the three- to six-year-old
child'aml gives basic information for planning a day care program. It

also cdvers the administrative details of budgeting, operating and
involving-parents.

Caring-For Children - Numbers One Through Ten by Lois B. Murphy and 2

Ethel M. Leeper. Washington, DC, Departnent of Health, Education aryl

Welfare:

#1 The Ways Children Learn (CHD) 75-1026

#2 More Than A Teacher (OHD) 75-1027

#3 Preparing For Change (CUD) 76-31028

if #4 Az4From Bedlam (distuptive behaviors) (CI)) 75-1029

#5 The Vulnerable Child (handicaps, emotions, fears, stress)

(DCD) 7J.030.
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#8 A Setting For Growth 00 77-31031

#7 The Zndividual Child 00 76-31032
#8 From "I" TO Vs" (0CD) 76-1033

-

#9 Conditions For Learning 00 76-31034
#10 Language Is For Comunication alv 75-1035

This series is well written and illurtakedwith approptiate photographs.
Each bocklet explores a Impic of concern to,caregivers, directors and

Parents-

ADD ANOTHER SHELF

Creative Movement Fbr The Developing Child: A Nursery School HOndbook

For Non-ftsivians by Clare Cherry. Belmont, California: Fearon

lidhers, Inc., 1971.

With this book you can hive rhythmic.activities even if you have' little

or no training in

The Albther-Child Cookbook (4n Introduction Tb Educational Cooking) by

Nancy J. Ferreira. Menlo Park, California: Pacific Coast PUblidhers,

1969.

If you want to get some good badkground information to.make the most of

cooking experiences With presdhool Ohildien, this is,a good boOk. Itl

also contains good recipes to use with young Ohildren.

'ck The think Food HObit With Snookers by Maureen and Jim Wallace.

Seattle, Washington 98121: Madam Publishers, Inc., 2116 Western

Avenue; 1978.

The 300 recipes included use no refined sugar, no artifiCial colorings,

no imitation flavoring and no chemical preservatives.

Ciaturca Awareness For Young Children by Judy Allen, et al. Dallas,

Texasr The Learning Tree, 9998 Ferguson Road 75228, 1975. ,

This book stressei how to use auihentiC cultural infonniftionwith pre-

school children. It his lots of good activities to involveple children

in doing and pretending. Sare ideas, unfortunately, seem tt.authentic,

such as asking the children td pretend that sardines are raw iish.

,,Listen! And Help Tell The Story by Bernice Wells Carson. New York:

tbingdon, 1965.
. .

This bdok helps children learn to listen as they wait to join in. It

includes finger games, action verses and stories, as well as say,with

sound effects and songs with a refrain and chorus.

Finger Pim, by 14ary Atter and Paula Zajan. New York: G. Schrimer,

1955.

The finger plays include music and movements for "Join In The Game,"

"Where Is Thumbkin?" and "I'm A Little Teapot."
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Science EXperiehces Por Young Children by Viola Carmichael. Los Angeles:
Southip California Association for the Education of Young Children,
1969.

The sections of this book are plants, animals, weather, human body, cook-
ing, machines, developing concepts, etc. You are given background infor-
mation, class projects, arts and crafts ideas and book lists.

No TWo Alike edited by Nancy Witting. Newion, Massachusetts: Education
Development Center, Inc., 1974.

This book will give ybu background information, help you examine your
feelings and teacti you skills to use with children withreigabilities.

had, Sand And Water by Dor9thy M. Hill. Washington, DC: National Associ-
ation for the Education of Young Children, 1977.

The photographs alone make this a fine book. Both Children and adults
are pdctured delighting in mud, sand arillwater!

Nature Activities Por Early Childhood by Janet Nickelsburg. Menlo Park,
california: Addison *sley Publishing Company, 1976.

This book will help you make outdoor experiences meaningful and fun for
young children. Eadn chapter has a short.summary of useful information,
suggested activities, lists of helpful materials, newwords to know and
suggested books on the subject for'both adults and children.

tees Play Outdoors by Katherine Read Baker. Washington, DC: National
AssociatiOn4gor the Education of Young Children, 1834 Connecticut
Avenue, 144 20009.

This inexpensive booiklet has charming phohographs of preschool children
doing a wide variety.of outdoor play activities.

Touch! 48 Tac,tile Experiences For bhildren, Plus 34 Art Media Recipes
A

lb ikke And Vse by Joy Wilt,and Terre Watson.. Waco, Texas: Creative

Besourdee-, 1977.

This book.shows you how to help young children explore the world through
the sense of toudh. This is an easy-tor-use book filled with photographs

and clear instructions.

Partners In Plal;: A Step-By-Step 04ide TO IMaginative Play In Childhood
by Dorothy G. Singer and Jerome L. Singer. New York: Harper and Bow

Publishers, 1977.

This book will help you see the joy and fun of play. It tells What
make-believe does for children and how adults can develop their imagina-

tions, too. Then it suggests props, settings and ways to encourage pre-

tend play. It endswith lists of recamendekreading and listening for
chilinemand adults.
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Explore And Create by Dixie Hibner and Liz Cromwell. Livonia, Michigan:
Partner Press, 1979.

This has a section on indoor and outdoor games that wo'uld be good for
fives. It also includes arts and craft projects and recipes, as well
as ideas for snacks and cookinl in.he classroan.

RECORDS

Getting TaKnow iltself,.* Palmer (Educational Activities, Inc., Free-
port, New York 11520).

This record has a rock beat and gives good directions for using the body
to music.

Counting Games And-Rhythms For The Little Ones and Travelin' With Ella
Jenkins, Ella Jenkens (Fbikways Records and Service Corporation, 43
West 61st Street, New York, NY 10023).

Both Hap Palmer and Ella Jenkins have lots of records for young children.
Some you will like more-than, others. Try these as starters.

We All LiVe Together VOL I and II, created by Steve Milang and Greg
Scelsa (Youngbeart Music Edbcation Service, Los Angeles, California
90027).

A variety of songs for children, including rhythm and movement songs,
activity songs, call and response, sing-a-1on4s,-and resting songs.

Free To Be...You And MO (Bell Records, M$. Magazine, Dept. R., 370
Lexington Avenue, New York 10017).

This includes songs and sketches about modern life like "Parents Are
People" and "Sisters And Brothers."

Abiyoyo, Pete Seeger (Solkways FTI500).

This record has two stories on one side and children's songs on the other.
A song tames the giant monster Abiyoyo, and the children will easily
learn and sing this chant. Peter Seeger has other delightful records for

children.

Peter And The Wolf, Prokofiev, narrated by Leonard Bernstein (Columbia
CC25501).

MUsic on one side, the stbry narrated on the other.

Authentic Sound Effects, Jack Holyman, creator and producer (Elektra
Records E(S7251).

This record begins and ends with the sounds of a squeaky door and has the
noises ofrnany machines and life emperiences in between.

-122-
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You Are SPOCial, Fred Rogers (COlumbia 4518),,%;

This is just one of samara 'of Fred Boger deligfitful albums. One.

song on this album reassures children they can't goctwil the drain.

Songs Of joy, Diane Hartman Smith (soy Records, Box 58, Aspen, Colorado

81611).

These are happy songs that will get your preschoolers to move, sing

and dance.

Saturday &lining Children's Cancer*t, narrated bi'Dexter Michael (Gblden

Records LP219).

For children who can listen tovmusic for Reveral minutes it a time, this'

album prehenti. a varieiy of tempos and moods.

, .
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